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Abstract
Urbanization has amplified the importance of three-dimensional structures in urban environments for a wide range of phenom-
ena that are of significant interest to diverse stakeholders. With the growing availability of 3D urban data, numerous studies
have focused on developing visual analysis techniques tailored to the unique characteristics of urban environments. However,
incorporating the third dimension into visual analytics introduces additional challenges in designing effective visual tools to
tackle urban data’s diverse complexities. In this paper, we present a survey on visual analytics of 3D urban data. Our work
characterizes published works along three main dimensions (why, what, and how), considering use cases, analysis tasks, data,
visualizations, and interactions. We provide a fine-grained categorization of published works from visualization journals and
conferences, as well as from a myriad of urban domains, including urban planning, architecture, and engineering. By incorpo-
rating perspectives from both urban and visualization experts, we identify literature gaps, motivate visualization researchers to
understand challenges and opportunities, and indicate future research directions.

CCS Concepts
• General and reference → Surveys and overviews; • Human-centered computing → Visualization; • Applied computing
→ Earth and atmospheric sciences; Environmental sciences; Cartography; Architecture (buildings);

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, regions around the world have un-
dergone a rapid process of urbanization, resulting in the need for
cities to densify to meet rising housing demands. In response to
this trend and recognizing the multifaceted and dynamic nature of
urban environments, there has been a movement from the tradi-
tional use of 2D data and representations towards approaches that
better acknowledge the three-dimensional aspects of cities. Many
phenomena of interest to a variety of stakeholders, such as civil en-
gineers, urban planners, architects, and climate scientists, are inher-
ently three-dimensional, requiring reasoning over the 3D structure
of urban environments. These domains have progressively adopted
the third dimension in many of their analytical tasks to study and
tackle urban problems. These tasks often rely on data that is in-
trinsic to the physical aspect of cities. The transition to more sus-
tainable environments, energy sources, and technologies has un-
derscored the importance of leveraging this 3D structure in its en-
tirety. In another front, the advancements of technologies such as
virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) have created op-

portunities for new experiences in exploring 3D urban environ-
ments [CWS∗17, CQW17, CMF∗22].

However, the inclusion of this additional dimension increases the
difficulty in addressing the various challenges involved in design-
ing effective GIS and visual analytics tools. These tools require
visual strategies to support analysis of the data referent to the city’s
geometry (i.e., 3D urban data), navigation to learn the structure of
the environment and integration of the information from different
points of view, while avoiding common problems such as occlu-
sion and higher cognitive load associated with frequent viewpoint
changes and lack of sensorial stimuli [ETT07, BC07]. Tackling
these challenges can be fundamental to uncovering features valu-
able for decision-making and problem-solving in several domains.

But how do domain experts analyze 3D urban data? What are
the visual analytics techniques and tools being used by practition-
ers and experts? To answer such questions and evaluate the state of
the art in 3D urban data analytics, in this survey, we have reviewed
over 20 journals and conferences from 2008 to 2023, including vi-
sualization and cross-cutting multi-disciplinary ones. Our focus is
on the analysis tasks, visual analytics tools, applications, and vi-
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sualization techniques that propose to tackle problems and enable
tasks involving 3D urban data. Our survey bridges the knowledge
gap between different communities, including visualization, urban
planning, architecture, and engineering, and helps identify research
challenges that can benefit from these multiple perspectives. Given
the diversity of use cases, data, and tasks and the lack of empirical
studies on the topic, our primary goal with this survey is to inform
the visualization community about challenges and opportunities.
We believe that this can foster advancements in both theoretical and
applied research in this field and generate a set of well-grounded
and concrete recommendations in the future; we hope to inform the
visualization community of the challenges and opportunities in 3D
urban visual analytics, as well as common needs that urban domain
experts have. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We first establish a common characterization that allows us to
organize contributions from a multitude of domains, including
visualization, architecture, engineering, and urban planning.

• We introduce a comprehensive survey on 3D urban visual analyt-
ics. Inspired by other surveys [DFT19, PSS∗21, CD21], we fol-
low a human-centered, interrogative method in which we classify
each evaluated work with respect to Munzner’s [Mun15] analyt-
ical framework of Why is 3D urban data being analyzed, What
data is being analyzed, and How it is being analyzed and visual-
ized.

• We report a series of research directions and open problems in
3D urban visual analytics. These include visual metaphors, nav-
igation & occlusion, data and systems integration, evaluation of
visual designs, and guided explorations.

Our survey is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a back-
ground on 3D urban analytics and data. In Section 3, we review
related surveys. In Section 4, we introduce our survey scope and
methodology. Section 5 presents an overview of the survey, and
Section 6 presents and discusses the types of papers covered in
our survey. In Sections 7 and 8, we group and discuss papers ac-
cording to primary (i.e., Why) and data (i.e., What) dimensions.
In Section 9, we list common tasks across use cases and, in Sec-
tion 10, we discuss how visualization and interaction techniques
facilitate these tasks. In Section 11, we discuss the main observa-
tions from our survey and we identify challenges and opportuni-
ties for visual analytics of 3D urban data. Section 12 concludes
our survey. The full list of reviewed papers can be accessed at
https://urbantk.org/survey-3d.

2. Background

3D urban analytics. Cities are three-dimensional in nature and
hence, should be described and analyzed in three dimensions, con-
sidering their structures and urban forms. For instance, the presence
of high-rise buildings affects wireless connectivity, while the height
of buildings, the density of roads, and the amount of green spaces
influence environmental conditions like air quality and tempera-
ture [HM17,CW23]. However, in the absence of appropriate meth-
ods and techniques to analyze 3D data, urban morphology analysis
has adopted various 2D measures to describe the physical form of
cities [BC22]. These measures often fail to draw a vivid picture of
the reality of urban life, leading to simplified models, calculations,

and, ultimately, policies that lack the precision needed to translate
findings into actionable insights [KD21].

The physical form of cities in many parts of the world is largely
influenced by a set of regulations known as zoning laws, which dic-
tate, among others, the size, shape, and bulk of the buildings. Al-
though inherently a three-dimensional concept, zoning codes are
conventionally enacted without leveraging 3D information. This
makes it very difficult to assess the large-scale impact of new reg-
ulations on varying aspects of urban life ranging from wind pat-
terns [Lin05,DvdGP∗20,BPMW18], air quality [ZXL22,CLJ∗19],
and heat emission [DYW∗19, YAM∗20] to the flow of people,
goods, and services [LCL22, ZC22]. 3D models provide a more
realistic view of these impacts, empowering local communities to
understand better the implications of zoning codes on their every-
day life [BPMW18].

The use of 3D analysis in urban planning and policy also ex-
tends to other areas, such as urban ecology [TZQ∗19]. For exam-
ple, the Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect, which is characterized
by a sharp rise in urban temperature, poses a significant threat
to public health, the ecological environment, and urban livabil-
ity [EMM17,HW19b]. 3D models can help mitigate the UHI effect
by providing a deeper understanding of factors such as the sky view,
building bulk, and horizontal reflectance [CG17, GLU09, BRV∗17,
GCB20,RcH∗22]. Additionally, 3D analysis is crucial in the realm
of urban disaster management, enabling the accurate identifica-
tion of catchment areas in events such as flooding [WHM∗19],
earthquakes [RTCVBS17], or even the outbreaks of infectious dis-
ease [MG20, ETVF20, Els21, XGY∗23].

Urban digital twins, which have gained increasing attention in
recent years, provide a virtual representation of cities as com-
plex systems [ABB∗21, Cha22, LJSB23]. These digital replicas
usually employ 3D visualization to bring together stakeholders
and various sources of heterogeneous data, models, and algo-
rithms describing various parts of urban systems such as urban
ecology [SH20], transportation [JMB∗22], and economic and so-
cial functions [Bat18, DWL∗20, ABB∗21]. They enable 3D spatio-
temporal simulations and impact assessment analysis. Urban digi-
tal twins can inform decision-makers about the multi-scale impacts
of policies as well as empower participatory design and commu-
nity involvement in urban planning [LTM19, DWY19]. While pre-
vious works have extensively leveraged 2D screens, VR and AR
technologies also have the potential to offer powerful data analysis
capabilities while providing an immersive experience [CWS∗17].
These systems open avenues for novel interactions to enhance vi-
sual data analysis in 3D urban environments, by providing new
strategies for city navigation [CMF∗22] and to deal with building
occlusion [CQW17].

3D urban data. Urban visual analytics is composed of a set of
stages to process, analyze, and visualize data. In the context of 3D
urban data, the first stage involves the collection of 3D data de-
scribing the physical layers. This data can originate from a variety
of sources, including authoritative city agencies and crowdsourced
initiatives like OpenStreetMap [HW08]. The methods employed to
acquire this data encompass a range of techniques, such as sens-
ing with LiDAR or mobile mapping. In this survey, we define 3D
urban data as the information inherently associated with the three-
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Figure 1: Overview of the survey, centered around paper type and three main dimensions asking Why, What, and How visualization supports
3D urban data analytics. Each dimension corresponds to a section of the survey, and major subsections highlight the specific tags considered
in each category. We also characterize papers according to their primary display modality and evaluation method. Top left: an illustration
of the thematic layer (3D urban data with sunlight access information) and the physical layer (physical form of Downtown New York City).

dimensional structure of urban environments. Depending on the use
case, such data can also contain attributes describing specific prop-
erties of the physical form of the city. The data is then transformed
to satisfy analysis, modeling, or visualization requirements. For
example, transforming OpenStreetMap data into polygon meshes
and modifying mesh resolutions. Transformed data is optionally
stored in general (e.g., MySQL) or 3D-specific (e.g., 3DCityDB)
databases to facilitate querying. Finally, the physical layer data is
leveraged for analysis and modeling to create new thematic layers,
which are then visualized.

Designing visual analytics tools for experts considering 3D ur-
ban environments and digital twins poses several challenges along
this pipeline. Data acquisition and transformation require the inte-
gration and management of disparate data formats (e.g., building
footprints, tabular data, heightfields, street networks). Modeling
certain phenomena oftentimes requires complex simulations, the
involvement of multiple stakeholders, and deep domain expertise.
Finally, the analysis and visualization of data in 3D urban scenarios
require strategies to map thematic data to the urban environment.
This is made more challenging if the data is temporal and/or mul-
tivariate. On top of this, tools should also consider strategies to fa-
cilitate navigation in the 3D environment and minimize occlusion,
both across buildings and within the same building.

While it is also crucial to acknowledge that data visualization
in general remains separate from the dimensionality of the data, it
is equally important to recognize that visualizing 3D data within
a 2D design space can lead to substantial information loss due to
its inherent constraints. This stems from overplotting, visual clutter
and occlusion. This occurs primarily because numerous data points
may be superimposed over each other, making it challenging for a
human analyst to discern individual data points and infer potential
spatial relationships. Particularly in contexts where depth, spatial
relationships and immersion are critical to understanding complex
3D geospatial data and its features, 3D visualizations offer distinct
advantages over traditional 2D counterparts.

Outlook. In this survey, we organize the targets of analysis into two
layers. The physical layer represents the physical form of the city
and its geometries. The other one called the thematic layer, stores
the 3D urban data that is output by simulations, machine learning
models, sensing initiatives, or surveys. Figure 1 (top left) illustrates
the thematic and physical layers. At the center of our work is the
survey of contributions that leveraged these layers in their studies.

3. Related surveys

Despite the growing body of literature on 3D urban visual analytics,
no comprehensive survey has been published on it. However, there
are surveys on related topics. For example, Kraus et al. reviewed
immersive analytics and the use of 3D techniques for visualiza-
tion in general, not focusing on urban data [KFS∗22]. Moreover,
the study excluded papers where visualizations are inspected on
2D screens (therefore not covering a large body of work that re-
lies on this modality). Chen et al., on the other hand, reviewed the
contribution of visualization for urban analytics to derive a design
space for immersive urban analytics systems [CWS∗17]. Neverthe-
less, the study does not include important dimensions explored in
our survey (e.g., analytical tasks, occlusion handling techniques)
and also excludes relevant work done in other research commu-
nities. Doraiswamy et al. presented a high-level overview of the
challenges of urban data, focusing on 2D-based contributions, with
only a brief discussion of the 3D opportunities [DFL∗18]. Other
urban analytics surveys, such as Deng et al. [DWL∗23], Feng et
al. [FQY∗22], and Zheng et al. [ZWC∗16], did not cover 3D ur-
ban data and, more importantly, visualizations and tasks specifi-
cally aimed at that type of data.

In summary, this paper aims to fill the existing gaps by review-
ing the literature on 3D urban data, analytics tasks, and use cases,
surveying current visualization techniques in that space, and con-
tributing a classification to allow connections and collaborations
between urban and visualization experts.
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Table 1: The main venues reviewed in this survey (horizontal line
separates the visualization-related ones and domain application
venues, with journals shown first). Papers that appeared between
2008 and 2023 were reviewed and the ones related to 3D urban an-
alytics were included in our analysis. The citations in those papers
were also used as sources of relevant prior research.

CFG Computer Graphics Forum
CG Computers & Graphics
CGA IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
IV Information Visualization
TOG ACM Trans. on Graphics
TVCG IEEE Trans. on Visualization and Computer Graphics
TVCJ The Visual Computer
VI Visual Informatics
CHI ACM Conf. on Human Factors in Computing Systems
EuroVis Eurographics Conference on Visualization
PacificVis IEEE Pacific Visualization Symposium
SIGGRAPH ACM SIG on Comp. Graphics and Inter. Techniques
VIS IEEE Visualization Conference
BE Building and Environment
CEUS Computers, Environment and Urban Systems
EPB Env. and Planning B: Urban Analytics and City Science
IJAC Int. Journal of Architectural Computing
IJGIS Int. Journal of Geographical Information Science
P&RS Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
ISPRS Ann. ISPRS Ann. of the Phot. Rem. Sens. and Spat. Inf. Sci.
JUD Journal of Urban Design
LUP Landscape and Urban Planning
SCS Sustainable Cities and Society
SimAUD Symp. on Sim. for Architecture and Urban Design
UC Urban Climate

4. Survey scope & methodology

For our survey, we have focused our efforts on the selection of pa-
pers that (1) made visualization contributions leveraging 3D ur-
ban data or facilitating 3D urban visual analytics or (2) made
domain-specific contributions generating or analyzing 3D urban
data. Hence, our survey covers not only visual analytics tools, vi-
sualization techniques, and design and evaluation studies but also
domain-specific papers that either analyze or generate 3D urban
data. We have focused on the generation of thematic data that is ei-
ther inherently 3D (e.g., CFD simulation of wind) or derived from
the 3D physical layer (e.g., sunlight access). We have deliberately
excluded the generation or acquisition of data for the physical layer
as these works typically do not contain analytical components or
thematic layers which are essential for 3D urban analytics.

The main goal of our survey was to review active areas of vi-
sualization research related to visual analysis of 3D urban data.
For this reason, we reviewed papers from both visualization and
domain-specific venues published between 2008 and 2023. While
we acknowledge that there could be previous works published prior
to 2008, focusing on the last 15 years helps manage the scope of
the review while including studies that are more technologically
and methodologically relevant. On the visualization side, we in-
cluded the main visualization & computer graphics journals (e.g.,
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics) and
conferences (e.g., IEEE VIS, EuroVis). In domain-specific venues,
top journals (e.g., Computers, Environment and Urban Systems,

1. Selection 2. Filtering

669 397 175 175

3. Tagging 4. Consolidation

Figure 2: In the selection, filtering, and tagging steps, each paper
was reviewed by at least two of the authors. In the consolidation
step, each paper was reviewed by one of the authors. We also high-
light the number of papers considered at each step.

Urban Climate) as well as a popular symposium (SimAUD), were
included. These venues were selected based on discussions with ex-
perts in the field (also co-authors of this survey) and represent the
top-ranked journals and conferences in GIS, architecture, remote
sensing and urban planning that contain papers related to 3D urban
visual/data analytics. Table 1 lists the initial set of visualization and
domain-specific venues used in our search.

To select relevant papers for the survey, we followed a four-step
approach (Figure 2). In Step 1, we did an exhaustive search through
the journals and proceedings highlighted in Table 1. In this step,
each author was responsible for reviewing papers between 2008
and 2023 from 3 venues and selecting the ones with components in
either (1) 3D urban data or (2) visual analytics for 3D urban data.
To achieve this we inspected the title, abstract and figures present
in the paper (that could suggest the use and/or analysis of 3D urban
data). This step resulted in an initial set of 669 papers. In Step 2,
we filtered the papers according to their relevance – i.e., papers
with either 3D urban data or visual analytics for 3D urban data.
Each paper was randomly assigned to two authors of the survey;
each survey author then independently assessed the relevance of
the papers assigned to them. For each paper, if two survey authors
agreed on the relevance of the paper, the paper was included; if not,
the paper was removed. In case of a disagreement, a third survey
author made the final decision. In this step, the authors followed a
similar procedure as in the previous step, going through the title,
abstract, and figures of each paper. A total of 397 papers remained
after this step.

In Step 3, we held meetings to discuss a set of informative tags
based on the previously identified papers. Our intention was to have
tags that reasonably describe each paper along three primary di-
mensions (why, what, and how), covering use cases, analysis tasks,
data, visualization, and interaction. Each paper was then randomly
assigned to two authors of the survey, who were responsible for in-
dividually classifying the paper using the tags. Since the process of
tagging demanded a more careful review of the papers, survey au-
thors could also mark a paper as being outside of the scope of the
survey. Following the same procedure outlined in Step 2, if there
was disagreement regarding the removal of a paper, a third survey
author made the final decision. At the end of this step, out of 397
papers, 175 remained – the other papers were excluded since, after
a more careful inspection, they did not satisfy the aforementioned
requirements.

In Step 4, one author was responsible for consolidating the clas-
sifications of each paper into a final classification. At the end of this
step, we had the final 175 tagged papers, including 54 visualization
papers and 121 domain-specific ones. These are works where both
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Figure 3: Distribution of tags across Paper type, Why, What and How dimensions.

physical and thematic layers play a key role. In other words, works
that leverage 3D geometries representing physical layers and data
associated with such geometries defining thematic layers. As such,
we have excluded works using urban data where there is no direct
association between these layers (such as images) or where there is
no clear presence of thematic attributes (such as point clouds). For
example, works that primarily focus on extracting polygon meshes
from images or point clouds are outside the scope of this survey.

Limitations. Given the multidisciplinary field, urban analytics
found its way into a wide range of journals and conferences across
different fields. Therefore, it is unfeasible for this survey to cover
all the possible venues that might publish papers related to urban
studies. Hence, early on, we decided to focus on two main types
of venues: visualization ones and cross-cutting multidisciplinary
venues that have, in their aims, topics related to urban problems
and cities. Venues that do not satisfy these requirements include
very specific (e.g., Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial
Aerodynamics) to multidisciplinary ones (e.g., Nature). In doing
so, we were able to restrict the number of surveyed venues while
maintaining a reasonable sample of use cases, analysis workflows,
and visualization techniques. We believe that, while not an exhaus-
tive search through every journal and conference that might publish
on urban studies, we present a well-defined picture of the topic to
bridge the gap between disciplines.

5. Survey overview and organization

In this survey, we summarize previous visualization and domain-
specific contributions using an interrogative method that tries to
answer: Why is 3D urban data being analyzed, What data is being
analyzed, and finally How it is being analyzed. Given the interdis-
ciplinary nature of urban analytics, our goal was to cover both vi-
sualization aspects of the surveyed works (to allow us to identify
research gaps more easily) as well as urban domain aspects (to fa-
cilitate the creation of a common language between visualization
researchers and urban experts, beyond siloed collaborations).

Figure 1 presents an overview of the survey, with the three
main questions, their categories, and fine-grained tags. A paper

could be assigned to one or more tags within a given category,
except for paper type, where each paper is only assigned to one
type. We dedicate a separate section to each one of these ques-
tions/dimensions. Section 6 presents the considered paper types in
this survey; Section 7 then presents the Why dimensions, namely
use cases (7.1), analysis actions (7.2) and targets (7.3); Section 8
presents the What dimensions, that is physical data entities (8.1),
thematic data origin (8.2) and properties (8.3), and spatial scope
(8.4). Then in Section 9, we provide an overview of the most com-
mon tags from the previous sections in order to characterize a set
of popular tasks across the use cases. Section 10 discusses the How
dimensions, which include visualization encodings (10.1), integra-
tion of thematic and physical visualizations (10.2), occlusion han-
dling (10.3), navigation (10.4), integration (10.2), display modali-
ties (10.6), and evaluation methods (10.7). Each section starts with
a brief overview of that specific dimension and its corresponding
categories. Each subsection then drills down into various aspects of
that domain, data and visualization & interaction, with plots show-
ing the distribution of tags in that category. For easier referenc-
ing, we highlight the first occurrence of the tag in the text.
Section 11 presents research directions and opportunities, and Sec-
tion 12 concludes the survey.

Figure 3 shows a summary of the number of papers with each
tag. In the image, tag popularity can be compared across dimen-
sions. Figures 5, 7, 10 provide an overview of the distribution of
tags, but now as the intersection across Why, What, and How di-
mensions. To facilitate the exploration of the distribution consider-
ing the intersection of tags, the color of each cell in the matrices is
normalized by the total number of papers within each sub-matrix.
For example, the color of each cell in the Use case & Paper type
sub-matrix (Figure 5 (top left)) is normalized by the total number
of papers within that sub-matrix.

6. Paper type

One initial effective way to understand the span of contributions
in 3D urban data analytics is to classify the research works and
their paper types. We followed the categories proposed by Mun-
zner [Mun08] and classified visualization papers using the fol-
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Visualization contributions Domain contributions

Data creation Application studiesEvaluationSystem Technique Design study

Figure 4: Example of papers from each one of the types considered in the survey. Left: papers with visualization contributions (sys-
tem [DFL∗15], technique [CBK∗19], design study [WKS∗14], evaluation [MFS∗23]). Right: papers with domain contributions (data cre-
ation [LGLI14] and application studies [KBHS18]).

lowing categories: system, technique, design study, and
evaluation. We note that Munzner’s model paper type was not
used, since none of the surveyed visualization papers aligned with
its classification. While the previous classification is well suited for
visualization and visual analytics works, it does not cover the range
of possible contributions in domain-specific papers. To account for
these papers, we have added two new paper types: data cre-
ation and application studies. The data creation
type refers to domain-specific works that present methodologies
to derive novel pieces of thematic data that are not available or are
very difficult to acquire through other methods. Similarly, the ap-
plication studies type refers to domain-specific papers pre-
senting detailed analytical studies using 3D urban data. We high-
light that for these two paper types, the data visualization compo-
nent is not a contribution, but rather often a tool to inspect and
present their results. For example, while design studies propose vi-
sual representations for a particular domain problem, application
studies contribute domain-specific analysis of 3D urban data. Fig-
ure 4 shows examples of this categorization, with visualization and
domain contributions. Each of the surveyed papers was assigned to
one of the paper types, resulting in the distribution presented on the
top left of Figure 3.

7. Primary dimensions (Why)

As metropolitan areas continue to expand and adopt more complex
forms, they face new challenges that are large in scope and scale.
Facilitated by the proliferation of new sources of data, urban analyt-
ics emerged to address those challenges by probing and analyzing
cities. At its core is the need to integrate, model, analyze, and visu-
alize multiple sources of data describing different urban phenom-
ena while taking into account the requirements and expectations
of multiple stakeholders, from subject matter experts to concerned
citizens. In our primary dimensions, we discuss papers taking into
account Why 3D urban data is being analyzed. First, we present
the result of the classification of the papers considering their pri-
mary domain use case (Section 7.1). Then, we review the papers
according to their analysis action (Section 7.2) and analysis target
(Section 7.3). Figure 5 shows the distribution of tags according to
the Why and How dimensions.

7.1. Use cases

The survey covers a wide breadth of urban use cases, each with dif-
ferent data, analytics, and visualization requirements. We classified

each paper into the following use cases: sunlight access, wind, view
impact, building energy modeling, disaster management, urban cli-
mate, noise, property cadastre, and others. Such classification was
decided after our initial selection process (detailed in Section 4) and
it comprehensively covers all surveyed works. Use cases with fewer
than five papers are classified as “others.” To facilitate the discus-
sion in this section, the use cases are grouped into three broader
themes: (1) contributions that model or analyze the interplay be-
tween an inherently 3D natural phenomenon and the built envi-
ronment (Section 7.1.1); (2) contributions that model or analyze
3D phenomena that are primarily driven by human factors (Sec-
tion 7.1.2); and (3) contributions that are in and of itself defined by
the built environment (Section 7.1.3).

7.1.1. 3D natural phenomenon and the built environment

In the first theme, we have papers that cover sunlight access, wind
& ventilation, damage & disaster management, and urban climate.
Sunlight access analysis studies the impact of the built envi-
ronment (primarily buildings) on the equitable “right to light” or
“right to sunshine”, with a wide range of impacts, from vegetation
growth to solar energy potential and building energy consumption.
The majority of surveyed papers related to sunlight access were
domain-specific ones (25 out of 39), either proposing new efficient
approaches to compute data (Figure 4 (Data creation)), studies an-
alyzing the energy potential in different cities [Zha13, BMW∗16,
DLD∗16, KKO18, DLV17, OS18, ZYS∗19, FPP∗21] or for differ-
ent scenarios, such as pedestrian comfort [DL19], photovoltaic
panels [FWC22, ZWK∗22, ZWL∗23], urban farming [PSTB21],
retrofit [SCF20] or data standards [BLSV16]. While not their pri-
mary target, a number of domain-specific papers use sunlight ac-
cess and shading as one of their attributes of interest [AAA∗17,
YNK∗18, WDDH19, WM20]. Regarding visualization contribu-
tions tackling sunlight access, the majority were interactive vi-
sualization systems specifically designed for this type of prob-
lem [MDL∗19] or that use sunlight as an attribute of inter-
est [WHG10, EPTD12, WSK18, ZZL21]. Doraiswamy et al., for
instance, present Catalogue, a system that combines different
view measures to create building design options (Figure 4 (Sys-
tem)) [DFL∗15]. Shadow Profiler is a tool aimed at urban plan-
ners and architects driven by the need to assess shadows at a city
scale (Figure 8 (left)) [MDL∗19]. Technique contributions directly
linked with sunlight include Muñoz et al. with real-time compu-
tation of solar exposure [MnPBM∗17]; Bremer et al. propose a
sampling and texture mapping approach for solar potential sim-
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Figure 5: Distribution of surveyed papers according to Why and How dimensions, with shades denoting tag occurrence.

ulations [BMW∗16]. Indirectly, Pasewaldt et al. use sunlight ac-
cess as a case for their multi-perspective detail+overview contribu-
tion [PTD13]; Vanegas et al. propose an inverse design procedure
for quick creation of 3D models [VGDA∗12]; and Lorenz and Döll-
ner use sunlight access as a case for their discussion on mapping
3D building geometry to 2D rasters [LD10]. Lastly, Herbert and
Chen [HC15] and Mota et al. present evaluation studies, respec-
tively comparing 2D and 3D representations for urban planning and
3D-oriented visualizations for urban analytics (Figure 4 (Evalua-
tion)) [MFS∗23].

All of the surveyed papers about wind & ventilation were
domain-specific ones (43). Wilkinson et al. present a data gener-
ation technique to approximate complex computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) using an artificial neural network [WBH14]. The
other surveyed papers were primarily analysis contributions that
relayed on CFD for building-level [AKH19] or neighborhood-
level [EGAB17, ZKL∗21] wind load analysis (Figure 12 (Super-
imposition)), wind power potential [SDP20], inner building venti-
lation [SL19,HP20], wind impact on urban climate [GBI14,DL19,
HP21], pollution dispersion [GL19, ZWLZ22, HZL∗23, LMS∗23],
or the interplay between sunlight access and wind for thermal com-
fort [JY20].

Damage & disaster management was a use case where
we had more visualization contributions than domain-specific ones
(9 out of 13). Here, we included papers that tackled heavy rain
and floods, seismic response, and search & rescue. Analysis papers
include Xiong et al. [XLH∗15] and Willemborg et al. [WSK18]
with applications of 3D urban models on building seismic response

and simulation of detonations. When considering the visualization
papers, two present design studies targeting visual analytics for
flood management [WKS∗14,KWS∗14] (Figure 4 (Design study)).
Cornel et al. present a technique for surface reconstruction with
real-world applications in flood and heavy rain scenarios (Figure 4
(Technique)) [CBK∗19]. Other surveyed papers propose visual an-
alytics systems [RWF∗13, CWSC14, CKS∗15, BSK∗17, VSOC21,
LLT∗19, BKH∗23]. Vuckovic et al., for instance, explore the com-
bination of 2D and 3D visualizations for flood and stormwater man-
agement [VSOC21]. At the intersection between several use cases
(i.e., sunlight access, wind & ventilation, and damage & disaster
management use cases), Elsayed investigates the interplay between
multiple 3D variables, such as solar radiation, ventilation, and air
temperature, for pandemic mitigation plans [Els21].

A large number of papers in the category of 3D natural phe-
nomena primarily tackle problems related to urban climate
(30 in total). Most papers (28) were application studies, investi-
gating surface temperature [HW19a], and the impact of urban mor-
phology [KKK21] and redevelopment [KBHS18] on climate (Fig-
ure 4 (Application studies)). Other contributions include analysis
based on WRF simulations [KPMB21, WHN∗21, HYF∗23]. Visu-
alization contributions include Gautier et al.’s system to enable do-
main scientists to analyze the interplay between air temperature and
the built environment [GBC20], and Deng et al.’s context-aware
technique to visualize street-level data [DZMQ16].
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7.1.2. 3D phenomena driven by human factors

In this theme, we have contributions that model or analyze 3D phe-
nomena that are primarily driven by human factors, such as energy
modeling or energy potential assessment, noise & sound propaga-
tion, and property cadastre. Urban building energy mod-
eling (UBEM) has been recognized as an increasingly useful
data-driven approach to tackle the many challenges facing cities to-
day and identify pathways for building retrofit and deployment of
city-level renewable energy initiatives [AA19,JPS∗20,ABLD∗22].
Out of the 23 papers on the topic, 17 were classified as appli-
cation study papers, either analyzing specific urban cases [OS18,
FWC22, ZWK∗22], the interplay between sunlight and energy us-
age [SCF20], or urban climate and energy usage [GBI14,NZCE17,
WSK18, HP21]. Other domain-specific contributions include gen-
eral frameworks (with simple visualization components) for the as-
sessment of energy usage [MTML18, AAA∗19, ABLD∗22]. Data
creation contributions include Albeaik et al. with the creation of
3D urban models for energy and sunlight assessment [AAA∗17],
and Krietemeyer and Kontar [KK19] and Wolosiuk and Mah-
davi [WM20] with data integration methods for building perfor-
mance assessment. Bartosh and Gu presented an immersive visu-
alization system that enabled users to explore energy consumption
data [BG19].

Noise & sound propagation is another use case of interest
when considering 3D urban data. In recent decades, noise has be-
come a growing urban problem, impacting public health [HSN14],
social well-being [GCA06] and quality of life [DZD∗10], as
noise increases stress, sleep disruption, annoyance and distrac-
tion [BVR07,HDVT∗08]. Noise codes typically impose regulations
that aim to mitigate the noise at the source (e.g., by erecting sound
barriers or modifying building designs) [BH10, HSN14], adding
new requirements for urban planners and architects to optimize de-
signs, which in turn creates the need to analyze noise and sound
propagation. Out of the eight surveyed works on this topic, six
were domain-specific, with analyses exploring the relationship be-
tween the built environment and noise [SKK08,ZLH∗17,TLH∗22].
The only visualization contributions were an immersive system for
the visualization of traffic noise [BG19], and a visualization design
for continuous noise phenomena, with a case study aimed at urban
noise [BJK∗22].

Visualizations in 3D also play an important role in the prop-
erty cadastre case, especially in the last few years with the
increase in the demand for 3D real property cadastre [JRK14,
DFFL17]. Unlike rural areas, where a 2D description of the land
is sufficient, urban areas present several challenges, where prop-
erty units (and land uses) are positioned on top of each other. In
our survey, we reviewed eight papers on this topic. Application
studies include Koziatek and Dragićević’s iCity3D, a forecasting
method for vertical urban development [KD17]. Surveyed visual-
ization papers also include two evaluations on how users perceive
transparency [WPH17] and rendering attributes [SAL∗20] in vi-
sualizations of 3D cadastre; a design study discussing the require-
ments for 3D cadastre systems [SKB∗13]; a visualization prototype
for 3D cadastre [SORB18]; a distortion technique for 3D building
properties [YCL∗19]; and an immersive system that included prop-
erty management [LLZ∗16].

7.1.3. Built environment only

In this theme, we have contributions where the built environment
itself is the major focus of analysis. This theme covers view im-
pact analysis, a common operation in architecture and urban
planning. Scores computed on the surface of the building sum-
marizing the visibility of certain geographical features (e.g., land-
marks, parks, waterfronts). Our survey reviewed 14 papers in this
theme. Analysis papers tackled view access equity [YJNY11], visi-
bility to green spaces [YYS∗16,VJP∗21] and landmarks [SMS23],
views of high rises [LXWY22] and office rents [TCFR21]. The
visualization papers include: Ortner et al., a design study for
visibility-aware urban planning [OSS∗17]; Zhang et al., an immer-
sive analytics system that takes into account visibility [ZZL21];
Doraiswamy et al., a topology-based framework for building de-
sign [DFL∗15]; and Ferreira et al., with a visual analytics system
aimed at architects and urban planners that allows for view impact
analyses [FLD∗15].

Other use cases in this theme include the analysis of ur-
ban change over time [BDW∗08, KD19], walkability consider-
ing 3D footpath networks [SWZ21, ZSW21], simulation of ra-
dio propagation in city environments [BCC∗18], enclosure as-
sessment [KM17], urban design plans [LS13, Rei15, MKK∗18,
LSAG22,SD23], and the study of urban vitality [ZY18] (Figure 12
(Linked view)).

7.2. Analysis actions

In order to evaluate the surveyed papers on the reasons why they an-
alyze 3D urban data, we follow Brehmer and Munzner and their ty-
pology of abstract visualization tasks [BM13, Mun15] that include
mid-level (search) and low-level (query) actions. Given that the sur-
veyed works are driven by the discovery and analysis of new infor-
mation (as opposed to presentation), we decided to focus only on
search and query actions. Given the importance of spatial aware-
ness and spatial relation, we incorporate a spatial awareness query
action, following Elmqvist and Tsigas’ taxonomy of 3D occlusion
management for visualization [ET08]. The term spatial relation
will be used in the remainder of this survey.

7.2.1. Search

Brehmer and Munzner classify search actions according to whether
the location and identity of targets of analysis are known to the user.
When considering 3D urban data, the physical layer contains the
location of the analysis, and the thematic layer contains the identi-
fication, i.e., the aspect of the data that the user is interested in. Fig-
ure 6 (left) highlights the four possible cases, with a known location
represented as a green building , and a known identity represented
as a bar chart with selected values . An unknown location is rep-
resented by four directional arrows , and an unknown identity is
represented by a bar chart without any values selected .

A lookup search is one where the user knows both the loca-
tion and the identity . For example, a user performing view
impact analysis might want to look up the areas of a building with
the best views of parks only considering the north-facing façade.
Wu et al. present a framework that allows users to perform lookup-
like sunlight analysis for a known building at a specific time of the
year (Figure 9 (micro)) [WHG10].
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Figure 6: Search (left) and query (right) actions.

In a locate search, the user knows the identity , but does
not know the location of the target, requiring them to look around
different places of the physical layer . For example, a user ana-
lyzing UBEM might want to locate the apartment with the highest
energy consumption in a certain neighborhood. The domain papers
by Yu et al. [YYS∗16], and Li et al. [LXWY22] perform a locate
search for view impact analysis (Figure 9 (middle, bottom)). In the
papers, the analysis is interested in locating places in a façade that
have high scores for certain points of interest (e.g., greenery, wa-
ter body). Locate search has also been highlighted by Huang et
al. and Wickramathilaka et al. when visualizing areas exceeding a
particular wind speed [HYF∗23] and noise [WUAC23] threshold,
respectively.

A browse search is one where the user knows the location but
does not know the identity of the target. In property cadastre,
for example, the user might be interested in searching the number
of ownership changes of units in a particular building. As shown
in Figure 5, the browse search is the most popular type among
the domain papers, which is expected given the non-interactive
(i.e., batch-oriented) type of analyses performed in these stud-
ies, with limited exploration capabilities. This type of search is
also commonly supported by distortion techniques, such as Wu et
al. [WP16] and Chen et al. [CMF∗22] (Figure 14 (Deformation)),
as the user knows the location and distortion is used to enable the
identification of the target. The UrbanVR visualization system pre-
sented by Zhang et al. [ZZL21] is an example of how the analysis
of 3D urban data can be supported by a browse search (Figure 14
(Assisted)): the user is interested in the analysis of different candi-
date buildings for a particular location, but needs to evaluate against
certain attributes (e.g., shading and visibility).

In an explore search, the user does not know the location
nor the identity of the target, usually starting with an overview
of the data at a macro scale. In sunlight access analysis, for exam-
ple, a user might be interested in exploring temporal patterns across
all buildings of a neighborhood. This type of search is more com-
monly supported by visual analytics systems, as shown in Figure 5.
Tools like Run Watchers [KWS∗14], Urbane [FLD∗15], Cornel et
al. [CKS∗15], Vis-A-Ware [OSS∗17], VitalVizor [ZY18], Shadow
Profiler [MDL∗19], and UrbanVR [ZZL21] all support exploration
as part of their analyses. Even though certain domain-specific pa-
pers support exploration [YNK∗18, TLH∗22], they mostly rely on
off-the-shelf 3D visualization libraries, with very little effort go-
ing towards the customization of these interfaces to satisfy spe-
cific tasks. An outlier is the work by Reinhard that combines

2D and 3D visualizations for the exploration of urban planning
projects [Rei15].

7.2.2. Query

Following Brehmer and Munzner’s query actions, after a target (or
set of targets) is found by the user through search actions (either
on the physical or thematic layers), the user will then identify, com-
pare, or summarize these targets. To account for the need to have
spatial awareness, we also classify papers according to Elmqvist
and Tsigas’ idea of spatial relation. Figure 6 (right) presents the
four possible cases. While an identify query refers to a single tar-
get , compare refers to multiple subsets of targets , and summa-
rize will require an overview of a large subset of the data.

In the context of 3D urban data, an identify query is one
where the primary target of interest is a single region of the façade,
an entire façade, or an entire building. For example, in sunlight ac-
cess analyses, a user might be interested in identifying floors or
windows with the largest amount of accumulated shade over a pe-
riod of time. Most of the surveyed papers (both domain and visual-
ization ones) support this query. For example, for the identification
of radio propagation values [BCC∗18], ideal locations for wind tur-
bines in cities [SDP20], discrepancies between simulated and pre-
dicted wind values [WBH14], and energy consumption in historical
neighborhoods [MTML18].

In a compare query, the user might be interested in comparing
different targets – for example, comparing sunlight access of north
and south-facing façades or comparing between different what if
scenarios. Delmas et al. compare different building configurations
to maximize solar potential in a neighborhood [DLD∗16]. Figure 9
presents two analysis cases where comparisons are at the center of
the analysis workflow [LXWY22, YYS∗16]. In Figure 9 (middle),
the analysis compares two different view impact attributes across
buildings in a neighborhood (middle-center) and across a façade
(middle-right). Similarly, in Figure 9 (bottom-right), the view ac-
cess to greenery is compared across three different sides of the
building, while (bottom-center) performs a what-if analysis (or sce-
nario planning) comparing view access before and after the place-
ment of a tall neighboring building.

In a summarize query, the user is interested in analyzing a
large set of targets – for example, an overview of the sunlight access
situation across buildings, parks, roads, and sidewalks in a dense
neighborhood. Stoter et al. present an overview of the noise impact
on a 3D urban environment [SKK08], highlighting limitations of
2D noise maps, and De Luca summarizes wind flows for the as-
sessment of pedestrian comfort at a neighborhood scale [DL19].

Lastly, in a spatial relation query, the user is interested in
the relation of spatial properties of a target and its context (whether
it is in the physical or thematic layers). Assessing this particular
query is especially difficult, given the lack of analysis details in
some papers. Therefore, for this classification, we looked for the
use of keywords such as “context”, “neighborhood”, and “vicinity”
in the description of the requirements, methodology, or analysis.
A large number of surveyed papers (129) could then be classified
as performing this query. The topology-based system proposed by
Doraiswamy et al., for instance, highlights the need for 3D con-
text models and explore the view extent over the city [DFL∗15],
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while the study by Moghadam et al. assesses the concentration of
energy consumption over neighborhoods [MTML18]. Spatial rela-
tion is also important in wind analyses [EGAB17, AKH19], given
the impact of neighboring buildings on the aerodynamics of a tall
building.

7.3. Analysis targets

Lastly, we classified papers according to their primary abstract
targets. We included five targets covered by Munzner [Mun15]:
trends, features, extremes, distributions, and outliers. The target
of analysis was considered with respect to the thematic layer. A
trend target is a pattern in the data, e.g., the high energy con-
sumption of apartment units during summer. For example, Nouvel
et al. compare the impact of data quality of 3D buildings on urban
heating demand modeling, analyzing trends over different city dis-
tricts [NZCE17]. A feature target is any structure in the data that
might be of interest in the analysis task, e.g., summer energy con-
sumption within certain blocks of a city. Chen et al. propose an ex-
ploded view technique for immersive urban analytics in which the
feature target is the road network occluded by buildings [CQW17].

An extreme target is the minimum or maximum value when
considering a specific range, e.g., maximum summer energy con-
sumption for apartments in a building. Cornel et al. propose an
uncertainty-aware visualization of vulnerability that includes ex-
treme values across flooding scenarios [CKS∗15]. Hu and Wen-
del evaluate minimum and maximum values in their anisotropy
analyses over two neighborhoods in New York City, leveraging
3D building data [HW19a]. Delmas et al. optimize building place-
ment to maximize solar potential [DLD∗16], and De Luca and
Voll analyze daily minimum sunlight hours [DLV17]. View im-
pact analyses such as the paper by Yu et al. are also interested
in extreme targets to identify floors with the least occluded views
of landmarks [YYS∗16]. A distribution target is one where
the user is interested in the spread of values considering a range,
e.g., distribution of energy consumption for apartments in a build-
ing. The papers classified as systems usually support both explo-
ration and summarization, therefore enabling the visualization of
spatial [LXWY22] and spatiotemporal [MDL∗19, MFS∗23] distri-
butions. Finally, an outlier target is the one that deviates from
that trend, e.g., a specific apartment with low energy consumption
during hot summer days. Even though no paper explicitly mentions
outlier as their analysis target, the target is supported by many of
the visual encodings used by the surveyed papers, as we detail in
Section 10.1.

8. Data dimensions (What)

The 3D datasets used for the different use cases covered in this sur-
vey impose several challenges to all stages of the urban data life
cycle. From modeling 3D geometries and deploying physical sen-
sors to developing computational strategies capable of sampling
inherently 3D urban-related phenomena and aspects, the collec-
tion/generation and management of 3D data is either expensive,
computationally intensive, or both. Also, 3D data is provided in
a myriad of different formats and resolutions depending on their
sources, type of information, and analysis requirements. For this

reason, curating, managing, analyzing, and visualizing these data
require specifically designed data solutions.

In this section, we will then highlight What datasets and prop-
erties were used in the surveyed works. Given the aforementioned
challenges and the tight connection between visual analytics and
data, in this survey, we identified four data dimensions to categorize
the reviewed papers: to highlight the connection between physical
and thematic layers, we have included a category with the physical
entities considered in the data – i.e., buildings, streets, nature (Sec-
tion 8.1); the source of the domain-specific 3D thematic data (Sec-
tion 8.2); the properties of such data where we cover whether the
data is uniform, multivariate, volumetric, temporal, and has an at-
tached structural meaning (Section 8.3); and the urban spatial cov-
erage of the data – i.e., micro, meso, macro (Section 8.4). Figure 7
shows the distribution of tags according to the What and How di-
mensions.

8.1. Physical data entities

In conjunction with thematic data, 3D urban data papers also uti-
lize data describing the built environment – called here physical
data. Physical data is fundamental since it gives geometric support
and spatial context to the thematic data. Depending on the resolu-
tion of both the physical and thematic data, the latter must be ag-
gregated over the former. In our survey, we have considered three
types of physical data entities: buildings, streets, and na-
ture, with nature encompassing parks, trees, mountains, hills, and
waterfronts. Figure 8 shows an example of visual analytics tools
making use of multiple physical layers and aggregating shadow
contributions at a building level. The topography of the urban en-
vironment is particularly important for papers tackling disaster &
damage management. Cornel et al. [CKS∗15, CBK∗19], Vuckovic
et al. [VSOC21], and Waser et al. [WKS∗14] all make use of ele-
vation data for both modeling and visualization purposes.

In the surveyed works, OpenStreetMap [HW08] is the primary
source of data for buildings, streets, and certain nature-related fea-
tures, such as parks and waterfronts. OpenStreetMap makes data
available as a series of crowdsourced tags attached to data struc-
tures representing nodes, ways, and relations. Buildings, for exam-
ple, are defined as 2D outlines with associated heights (or number
of floors) and roof types, requiring adequate data processing to ex-
tract polygon meshes for visualization. Alternatively, authoritative
sources usually make building data available using the CityGML
standard with geometry information specified at a certain level of
detail, or directly as polygon meshes. Government agencies are
the primary source for tree data, usually made available as tab-
ular data with the location of trees. For topographic features, in
our survey, we have found that works usually make use of ter-
rain elevation rasters made available by OpenTopography and/or
NASA’s Shuttle Radar Topography Mission. Point cloud and im-
age data are also potential sources for data describing the built en-
vironment, though they require advanced techniques to generate
polygon meshes and attributes to be leveraged by visual analytics
tools [BI21, HYK∗21, HYK∗22].
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Figure 7: Distribution of surveyed papers according to What and How dimensions, with shades denoting tag occurrence.

8.2. Thematic data origin

The thematic data considered in the surveyed works were classi-
fied according to their origin, i.e., how they were acquired or gen-
erated. Given that many of the considered use cases depend on
modeling and simulation approaches, such as view impact, sun-
light access, wind, and seismic analysis, it is no surprise that most
works relied on simulation-based datasets. In this classifica-
tion, we have also included data created from mathematical models,
such as CFD [AC17, LMBZ18, NSN18, AC18, KKK21, LMS∗23],
WRF [WHN∗21, KPMB21, HYF∗23], and ENVI-met [HHG23].

The second most popular data origin was data acquired us-
ing sensing methods. In this category, we include remote sens-
ing [LD10, CRPB14, BK19], data gathered by robots [BSK∗17] or
by sensors deployed in the urban environment [OS18, MKG21].
Palliwal et al., for example, leverage sensors placed along the
façade of a building to estimate urban farming potential [PSTB21].

The third data origin category in our work covers data that
come from authoritative sources and/or surveyed data, such
as land use description [FLD∗15, KD17, ZY18], demographic
data [CWK∗07], public infrastructure information [BG19], or
property cadastre [SAL∗20]. We have found that survey data is usu-
ally used as a criterion to filter the data in certain visualizations. For
example, both Urbane and VitalVizor have land use attributes as di-
mensions in their brushable parallel coordinates.

Finally, we have also considered approaches that derived new
data from raw data using computational models, including ma-
chine learning ones. Examples include approaches for urban energy
modeling [AAA∗19], wind flow [MSD20, KCG22], and view im-
pact [LXWY22]. It is interesting to point out that we observed a
growing number of learning-based 3D data generation approaches
in the last five years, which is expected given the omnipresence of
neural network-based solutions nowadays.

8.3. Thematic data properties

In our survey, we found that thematic data has distinct spatiotem-
poral characteristics. Regarding their spatial information, 3D the-
matic datasets can be categorized into two broad categories: (1)
data defined at the surface of physical data entities (e.g., buildings)
and (2) data defined inside 3D volumetric regions, not necessarily
inside buildings. We can further subdivide category (1) into two
subcategories: data uniformly discretized on the surface of phys-
ical data entities (e.g., solar radiation exposure on different parts
of the building), not necessarily aligning with real-world struc-
tures like windows and floors (Figure 4 (data creation)), and data
discretized into smaller units based on physical aspects with se-
mantic meaning, e.g., structural elements such as apartment units,
windows, floors, massings (Figure 4 (System)). In our classifica-
tion, we use uniform and structural to refer to these two
categories, respectively. The choice between uniform and struc-
tural discretization is based on the use case of the paper. For
example, energy modeling [ABLD∗22] and 3D property cadas-
tre [SKB∗13] associate data with individual buildings, floors, or
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Figure 8: Examples of integration between physical and thematic
layers for sunlight access analysis (left, [MDL∗19]) and disaster
mgmt. (right, [CBK∗19]).
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property units. Therefore a structural discretization is more appro-
priate. Out of the eight property cadastre surveyed works, four
make use of structural discretization. On the other hand, seis-
mic simulations [XLH∗15] primarily rely on a uniform discretiza-
tion along the building’s surface. Some other use cases, such as
sunlight access and view impact analysis, make use of both uni-
form (e.g., view impact computed on the surface of the build-
ing) [DFL∗15, MDL∗19] and structural discretizations (e.g., view
impact computed for each building unit) [FLD∗15, TCFR21]. In
category (2), data defined inside 3D volumetric regions, we
have data produced by simulations and/or related to natural phe-
nomena (Figure 4 (Application studies)), such as flood and heavy
rain [CBK∗19], wind [HP20, SDP20, ZKL∗21] and sound or radio
propagation [BCC∗18, TLH∗22]. Such data is particularly popular
in papers leveraging CFD wind data, with 74% making use of vol-
umetric data.

We also classified papers on whether they used temporal data.
Since urban regions are dynamic and affected by human behaviors,
natural phenomena, and other elements that are strongly associ-
ated with periods of the day, days of the week, and seasons of the
year, it was no surprise to discover that many of the selected pa-
pers consider thematic datasets containing a temporal component.
For example, Mota et al. present an evaluation of different designs
for visual analytics tasks considering sunlight data for the different
seasons of the year [MFS∗23].

Finally, we classified the thematic data based on whether they
make use of multivariate data. View impact analysis is an
example of a use case that takes into account several attributes to
compute visibility scores (e.g., view scores to greenery and land-
marks). Turan et al., for instance, take into account four different
attributes in their view impact analysis [TCFR21]. Visualization
systems [FLD∗15,OSS∗17,MDL∗19,ZZL21] usually support mul-
tidimensional datasets through standard or new visualization en-
codings. For example, Waser et al. propose a novel interface for the
visualization of multidimensional ensembles targeting the problem
of flood management [WKS∗14].

8.4. Spatial data scopes

The surveyed papers focused on three different spatial resolutions
for their analytical tasks. We have identified approaches that con-
sider specific sites (e.g., façade [PSTB21] or buildings [PTD13,
DLV17]), multiple sites (e.g., one or several blocks [Zha13,
MnPBM∗17, KKO18, KKK21, LXWY22, ZWK∗22]), or large re-
gions (several neighborhoods or the entire city [FLD∗15,MDL∗19,
CMF∗22]). We call these approaches micro, meso, or macro
scale, respectively. Figure 9 (top) presents three examples of anal-
yses performed at different scales: view impact using Urbane at the
macro scale [FLD∗15], seismic analysis by Xi et al. at the meso
scale [XLH∗15], and sunlight access analysis by Wu et al. at the
micro scale [WHG10].

It is interesting to notice that analysis across multiple scales is
performed in a number of domain papers. Figure 9 (middle, bot-
tom) shows a view impact analysis performed across the three dif-
ferent scales [LXWY22, YYS∗16]. In these analyses, the domain
expert is not only interested in an individual building but also in the

Spatial analysis scales
MicroMacro Meso

Figure 9: Examples of different analysis scopes. Top left: view im-
pact analysis at a city scale [FLD∗15]. Top center: seismic anal-
ysis at a neighborhood scale [XLH∗15]. Top right: shadow im-
pact analysis at a building scale [WHG10]. Middle and bottom:
two domain papers with view impact analysis across the three
scales [LXWY22, YYS∗16].

interaction between multiple neighboring buildings and the spatial
distribution over different neighborhoods.

9. Task characterization

Designing visualizations for 3D urban data involves the careful
consideration of data and intended analyses. In this section, we use
the distribution of What and Why tags to discuss relevant tasks
across the different use cases considered in this survey (Figure 10).
We begin with six guiding questions (Q1-Q6). Questions are on
what are the most common search actions, query actions, analysis
targets, thematic data properties, spatial scopes, and physical data
entities. We then use the distribution of tags along use cases, i.e.
the answers to Q1-Q6, to derive common visualization tasks. This
methodology follows the approach of Mota et al. [MFS∗23], but
using the distribution of tags within a use case to infer its common-
ness.

9.1. Guiding questions

To answer questions Q1-Q6 about the occurrence of tags, we con-
sider that a specific tag is common with respect to a use case if it is
associated with more than 50% of the surveyed papers of that case.
At the end of each question, we summarize the most common use
cases for each tag.

Q1. What are the most common search actions?

The majority of the surveyed studies analyze data at a specific lo-
cation but without knowing the identity of the target – i.e., a browse
( + ) search action. In our survey, we have found that such action
is common in all considered use cases. However, we found that a
locate ( + ) search action is only common in disaster manage-
ment (77% of the papers) and noise (50%) use cases. Similarly, an
explore ( + ) action is also common in disaster management
(62%) and noise (50%) use cases. In our review, we have identified
fewer than ten works that make use of lookup search ( + ).

Browse: Common in all use cases; Locate: Disaster mgmt. and
noise; Explore: Disaster mgmt. and noise.
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Figure 10: Distribution of surveyed papers according to What and
Why dimensions, with shades denoting tag occurrence.

Q2. What are the most common query actions?

We have found that identity and spatial relation actions are com-
mon in all use cases. For example, over 85% of the surveyed papers
tackling disaster management consider both identify and spatial re-
lation tasks. Among wind studies, all of the papers make use of
spatial relation actions, given the fundamental role that the built
environment plays in determining wind patterns. The summarize
action is common in four use cases: noise (63%), energy (52%),
disaster management (54%), and view impact analysis (50%). The
compare action is common in all but the property cadastre case
(only 25% of the papers).

Identify: Common in all use cases; Spatial relation:
Common in all use cases; Compare: Common in all except prop-
erty mgmt; Summarize: View impact, energy, disaster mgmt.,
noise.

Q3. What are the most common analysis targets?

The analysis of features is common among all of the surveyed
use cases, with more than 50% of the papers in each category con-
sidering it. The analysis of distributions is popular in all of the use
cases, with the exception of property cadastre. The analysis of ex-
treme values is only common in noise studies (63% of the papers
in that category), and we found that analysis of trends and outliers
is not common in any use case.

Features: Common in all use cases; Distribution: Com-
mon in all except property cadastre; Extremes: Noise.

Q4. What are the most common thematic data properties?

The presence of data uniformly discretized on the surface of
physical objects is common in four different use cases: urban cli-
mate (90%), noise (88%), wind (88%), and sunlight access (59%)

analysis. Conversely, the use of data discretized at a structural level
(e.g., floors) is only common in the property cadastre case, where
data is associated with individual floors or property units. In our
survey, we have also found that multivariate data is common among
urban climate (77%), disaster management (73%), and view impact
(50%) cases. Temporal data is common in disaster management
(85%) and urban climate (53%), and volumetric data is common
in wind (74%) and urban climate (53%) cases.

Uniform: Urban climate, noise, wind, sunlight access; Struc-
tural: Property cadastre; Multivariate: Urban climate, dis-
aster mgmt, view impact; Temporal: Disaster mgmt, urban cli-
mate; Volumetric: Wind, urban climate.

Q5. What are the primary spatial scopes?

We have found that micro-scale analyses are common in all of
the surveyed use cases, particularly sunlight access (87%), wind
(81%), and disaster management (77%). In the surveyed papers,
mesoscale analyses are popular in all use cases, with the exception
of wind and property cadastre. Macro-scale analyses, on the other
hand, are common in disaster management (54%).

Micro: Common in all use cases; Meso: Common in all except
property cadastre; Macro: Disaster mgmt.

Q6. What are the primary physical data entities?

As expected, given the scope of the survey, building data is a
common data entity across all use cases. Street data is commonly
leveraged in use cases studying urban climate (100%), wind (88%),
noise (75%), and disaster management (69%). On the other hand,
nature data is not common in any use cases, being moderately pop-
ular only in disaster management (38%) and view impact (29%)
cases.

Buildings: Common in all use cases; Streets: Urban climate,
wind, noise, disaster mgmt.

9.2. Common analysis tasks

Common visualization tasks can be derived from the combination
of the tags and their frequency that we derived in Q1-6 in the pre-
vious section. Next, we highlight six of these common tasks across
multiple use cases (T1-6). While not exhaustive, these tasks are di-
verse in their analytical (Why) and data (What) dimensions. We
also note that these tasks are oftentimes combined, e.g., analysis of
volumetric data (T5) can be accompanied by uncertainty analysis
(T6). In subsequent sections, we highlight how different visualiza-
tion techniques facilitate these tasks.

T1. Micro-scale browsing for site identification and comparison

A common task in urban use cases is the building or façade-
level analysis for the identification of potential sites matching cer-
tain requirements for equipment installation (e.g., solar panels)
or urban redevelopment. For example, urban planners are inter-
ested in the analysis of the distribution of sunlight access data
where the general location is known (a single building ) but not
the specific range of values (browse). The goal is to identify
suitable locations in façades for urban farming or for green vis-
ibility. In this micro-scale analysis, data is uniformly discretized
at a building’s façade (see Figure 9 (middle, right and bottom,
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right)) [PSTB21, LXWY22, YYS∗16]. Also, architects interested
in the pedestrian level of comfort leverage wind and sunlight ac-
cess data at the building and street layers. The analysis involves the
comparison of wind comfort maps across multiple months [DL19].

T2. Micro-scale browsing for individual unit identification

In the property cadastre case, the target data is a volume com-
posed of individual units (e.g., apartments, offices). In other words,
individual units assemble into a dense 3D building volume. While
in T1, experts were only interested in the outer regions of a build-
ing, in property cadastre tasks, architects, land owners, and city
officials need to assess attributes from inner units that are poten-
tially occluded. These attributes include primary function, owner-
ship information, and legal boundaries. After an individual unit is
identified, an expert can further perform shadow or visibility anal-
yses [SKB∗13], or study the 3D morphology and spatial positions
of a building [YCL∗19].

T3. Multi-scale exploration for building site identification

It is common for architects and urban planners to rely on analy-
ses over multiple scales to help identify sites for the development of
new buildings. Differently from T1, which is restricted to a known
building, here we have an exploration where both the location
and identity are unknown. At each level, the expert will com-
pare distributions leveraging different data. At a macro scale, an
expert usually uses spatial data to compare neighborhoods and bet-
ter understand strengths and weaknesses between them to establish
performance thresholds [FLD∗15]. At a meso scale, an expert es-
tablishes criteria to assess the consequences of new buildings at
a neighborhood level, which can include multivariate attributes to
measure view impact [OSS∗17]. At a micro scale, they can then
study the impact of building massing configurations on urban den-
sity [ABLD∗22] and sky exposure at street level.

T4. Multi-scale analysis for scenario comparison

After identifying a particular site (such as discussed in T3), it
is common for experts to have to compare different scenarios for
what-if analyses. In disaster management, for example, these can
be floodwall breach scenarios [RWF∗13, CKS∗15] with data de-
fined at building (e.g., the height of flood) and street (e.g., flooded
areas) levels. In building energy modeling, the scenarios are dif-
ferent building type parameters (e.g., single-family homes, dense
high-rises) that are considered to target certain carbon reduction or
energy efficiency goals [ABLD∗22]. In view impact and sun access
analyses, a scenario is usually a building massing configuration
(e.g., number of floors, floor plate size) that impacts the surround-
ing context [FLD∗15, DFL∗15, OSS∗17, MDL∗19]. The task then
involves analyzing the trade-offs and understanding the potential
impact of these interventions (floodwall breach or new buildings)
at both micro and meso scales. Scenario comparison and analyses
across scales are also increasingly more common in the urban cli-
mate use case [PRd19, JN20, JK21], using multi-scale models that
couple micro (e.g., numerical models such as CFD) and meso and
macro-scale approaches (e.g., WRF, remote sensing maps).

T5. Micro and mesoscale analysis of volumetric data

To better understand the impact of wind on new developments
and neighborhoods, experts are increasingly turning to computa-
tional fluid dynamic or ENVI-met simulations. These simulations

take into account 3D models and dominant wind directions and
generate a 2D (at street level) or 3D time-varying flow volume with
wind speeds and/or temperature. The primary task of the expert
is to then visualize distributions and (1) identify trends (e.g., in-
crease in wind pressure) at both micro (i.e., individual building fa-
cade [AKH19]) or meso (i.e., a neighborhood [HP21]) scales, (2)
values above certain thresholds [HYF∗23], and (3) individual fea-
tures such as jet patterns [KBHS18], channeling, sheltering or wake
effect [EGAB17].

T6. Analysis of uncertainties

We have also found that the analysis of uncertainties is com-
mon across different use cases, particularly the ones leveraging data
from simulations or models. For example, when considering flood-
ing simulations, multiple scenarios need to be considered and eval-
uated for effective disaster prevention [RWF∗13]. In noise map-
ping, given the complex and dynamic nature of the urban environ-
ment, predictions can suffer from underestimation [LJR∗14]. The
primary task of an expert is to then explore this uncertain data at
the macro (e.g., to identify the noisiest areas at building facades
or streets) or meso (e.g., to identify effective interventions during
disaster events) scales.

10. Visualization & interaction dimensions (How)

A fundamental goal of urban visualization is to allow users to inves-
tigate the physical properties of a city and relate them to thematic
data and vice versa. In the case of 3D urban visualization, these
physical properties are 3D representations of buildings, streets,
or trees, and thematic data, that usually describes complex three-
dimensional phenomena, such as wind, microclimate, shadow, vis-
ibility, or flooding.

The design of an effective 3D urban visualization depends on
how the thematic data is encoded (Section 10.1) and by which
means they are visually integrated with respective physical data
(Section 10.2). Figure 7 summarizes the distribution of How and
What tags. The extent and verticality of modern cities lead to com-
mon challenges such as occlusion and higher cognitive load as-
sociated with frequent viewpoint changes. To enable users to per-
form the tasks described in Section 7, an effective design needs to
deal with occlusions (Section 10.3) and support users in navigating
urban space (Section 10.4). Further, we look at how visualization
and computational methods are integrated (Section 10.5) and which
display modalities are used (Section 10.6). Then we conclude this
section on how authors typically evaluate their respective contri-
butions (Section 10.7). In this section, we will also highlight How
visualization is used to execute the previously identified tasks.

10.1. Visual encodings

The integration of physical and thematic data visualizations and the
way thematic dimensions are encoded are closely related. We chose
to first give an overview of the encodings we have encountered and
then support them with examples to facilitate the discussion of their
interplay in Section 10.2. In the following two sections, we distin-
guish between spatial encodings where data is visualized directly
in the 3D urban scene, and non-spatial encodings where data is vi-
sualized in the form of 2D graphs.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11: Different approaches to visualize different urban data defined inside 3D volumetric regions. (a) Shadow volumes [FWC22]. (b)
Realistic water rendering [CBK∗19]. (c) Line integral convolution and 3D streamlines [KBHS18]. (d) Arrow glyphs [ZKL∗21].

10.1.1. Spatial encodings

We distinguish two cases spatially encoding data in a 3D urban
visualization. The first is mapping, where thematic data has been
mapped and visualized onto physical data and the second is 3D
representations to visualize the volumetric context of urban envi-
ronments.

Mapping onto surfaces. When mapping data onto buildings, we
have found different granularities related to the properties of the-
matic data discussed in Section 8.3. Nouvel et al. color entire
buildings using a discretized color ramp to illustrate their heat-
ing demand [NZCE17]. Mapping color in this granularity is also
typical for encoding flooding damage to buildings on a neighbor-
hood scale [WKS∗14, RWF∗13, CBK∗19, YNK∗18]. In the work
of Vanegas et al., buildings are colored depending on their sun-
light exposure, the distance to the next park, or their floor-to-
area ratio [VGDA∗12]. Tang et al. present noise-mapping data
discretized and visualized per floor level (i.e., discretized over
structural units) [TLH∗22]. Wolosiuk and Mahdavi [WM20]
and Li et al. [LXWY22] use a uniform fine-grained mapping
to show detailed incident solar radiation on a roof and office
view quality on the façade of high-rise buildings (Figure 9 (bot-
tom,right)), respectively. The work by Lorenz et al. [LD10] dis-
cusses a graphics approach to map 2D rasters and 3D geometries.
Such visualizations directly support the micro-scale façade-level
analyses in T1.

Phenomena that affect both buildings and street and ground lev-
els can be encoded using a 3D map that covers all physical data,
for instance, for light [MnPBM∗17], shade [CFL14, MDL∗19],
wind [AKH19], noise [ZLH∗17], and radio propagation [BCC∗18].
Thematic data encoded in 2D map layers can also be com-
bined with the 3D urban model, for instance, showing the den-
sity of subway stations [FLD∗15] or wind force at pedestrian
level [YNK∗18]. However, in these cases, we have found that a
fine-grained color mapping onto building façades is omitted. Given
the nature of the data considered in this survey, it is no surprise that
3D maps are common across all use cases. This is largely due to
the inherent capacity of 3D visualizations to provide a richer rep-
resentation and better contextualization of spatial relationships and
depth than their 2D counterparts. 2D maps are frequently utilized in
wind and urban climate studies to display data slices at pedestrian
height (∼1.75 meter). These maps help visualize and analyze in-
formation related to airflow patterns, temperature distribution, and
other environmental factors crucial in these cases.

3D representations. Phenomena that are defined inside 3D vol-
umetric regions (see Section 8.3), for instance, shade, water, or

wind, are often encoded into 3D volumetric representations. Fi-
jałkowska et al. show shadow volumes to illustrate when and how
many photovoltaic panels are in the shade [FWC22]. Cornel et al.
present a technique to reconstruct a water surface from large-scale
shallow water simulation [CBK∗19]. They also enhance the visu-
alization of the water by waves and foam to indicate flow direc-
tion and barrier overtopping, respectively. Beran et al. [BJK∗22]
propose a set of methods for space-time cube visualization of
noise data. Analysis of wind effects is typically preceded by a
CFD simulation. There is a large design space visualizing such
data [FH09], but most works choose to use glyphs / stream-
lines in this context and use the color channel to encode wind
speed [WBH14,EGAB17,AKH19,HP20,ZKL∗21,KKK21,Ath22]
or temperature [HP21]. Koch et al. use illuminated streamlines ac-
companied by a 2D map using line integral convolution to show
wind force on the pedestrian level [KBHS18]. Another visual-
ization pairs 3D streamlines showing the wind force with a 2D
map encoding the ground temperature, similar to Allegrini and
Carmeliet [AC18]. Zhang et al. [ZKL∗21], and Hadavi and Pas-
darshahri [HP21] additionally use arrow glyphs on slices of color-
coded 2D maps to indicate wind direction. Figure 11 highlights
some of the approaches.

It has to be noted that despite the fact that the visualization of
CFD data is a core competence of the scientific visualization com-
munity, we have not found any systems or design studies deal-
ing with wind analysis in an urban context. Gaultier et al. use
three different geometric representations – vertical planes, horizon-
tal planes, and points – to visualize temperature data together with
building geometry [GBC20]. To visualize the seismic response
of buildings in an earthquake scenario, Xiong et al. deform the
3D building geometry and color-code the displacement [XLH∗15].
Chen et al. place a ladder truck in the urban scene and illustrate
how specific windows can be reached supporting a fire-fighting sce-
nario [CWS∗17]. These visualizations support the T3 previously
identified.

10.1.2. Non-spatial encodings

We have found a diverse set of non-spatial (i.e., abstract [SOP∗15])
visualizations in the surveyed articles. We also included static vi-
sualizations produced in papers that were classified under the ap-
plication study type. These are not interactive and rarely in-
tegrate with spatial views, though we believe they can inform effec-
tive visual designs as domain experts are already familiar with these
encodings. Scatter plots, bar charts, and line graphs are widespread
among visualization and domain articles across all use cases. For
example, Miranda et al. use linegraphs to illustrate changes
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Physical + thematic layer integration

Superimposition Embedded view Linked view Interchangeable Juxtaposition

Figure 12: Examples of approaches to integrate physical and thematic data: superimposition [EGAB17], embedded views [CKS∗15], linked
views [ZY18], interchangeable [KK19], and juxtaposition [ZKL∗21].

in light and shadow scores over the course of a year [MDL∗19].
Ribicic et al. visualize flood simulation outputs in bar chart his-
tograms and scatterplots to filter interesting runs [RWF∗13].
Krietemeyer et al. encode “occupancy schedule,” “equipment en-
ergy use,” and “average energy use of a workday” into two bar
charts and a line chart, respectively, as details-on-demand for a
building [KK19]. In the case of wind analysis, we observed fre-
quent use of stacked radial histograms, also referred to as rose
diagrams, encoding the frequency of wind of a certain strength
and direction [GBI14, SDP20, AKH19]. Fijałkowska et al. employ
rose diagrams to show the daily shade and wattage of solar pan-
els [FWC22]. Hu et al. use polar plots where a 2D scalar field is
plotted with respect to zenith and azimuth angles, basically de-
scribing a near-hemisphere [HW19a]. Heatmaps are employed to
display temporal patterns [OS18, HW19a], but their axes may also
encode positions on a building façade to show good spots for urban
farming [PSTB21], radiation variation [CRPB14] or show which
windows have the best views [LXWY22].

When it comes to encoding multiple thematic dimensions, the
parallel coordinates plot (PCP) is a popular choice in
the visualization community. The PCP can show the plethora of
thematic values of a building with relation to all other build-
ings [FLD∗15, ZY18] or neighborhoods [BDW∗08, CWK∗07]
and allows users to assess the performance of building candi-
dates [ZZL21] and designs [DFL∗15]. PCPs are also used in disas-
ter management to compare the performance of barriers [RWF∗13]
and rescue paths [BSK∗17]. PCPs are usually employed in multi-
scale analyses (T3 and T4) as a way to filter geographical areas that
satisfy certain constraints.

There is no PCP in domain contributions except the work of
Wilson et al. [WDDH19] and Su et al. [SD23], where they com-
bine design parameters and urban indicators of procedurally gen-
erated block layouts. This might be owed to the unfamiliarity by
domain experts but also due to the fact that, in order to be effec-
tive, a PCP needs to support interactivity, such as linking & brush-
ing. Analysis articles rather use a scatterplot matrix (SPLOMs)
or a correlation matrix to show multiple dimensions at once, for
instance, to illustrate correlations between building characteristics
and performance indicators [ZLH∗17, MTML18, BK19]. Ortner et
al. use an interactive matrix of candidate buildings and viewpoints
where each cell encodes four different view impact metrics as bar
charts [OSS∗17]. Bock et al. use an interactive SPLOM in addi-
tion to their PCP [BSK∗17]. In order to support T6 and uncertainty

analyses, domain papers usually employ well-known visualization
methods in a static fashion, such as box plots [LJR∗14].

10.2. Integration of physical & thematic visualizations

To structure this section, we expand on the related work catego-
rization presented by Mota et al. [MFS∗23] and derive the follow-
ing ways of visually integrating physical and thematic data: super-
imposition, embedded views, linked views, interchangeable, and
juxtaposition. Figure 12 shows examples of works using these ap-
proaches.

Superimposition displays two or more data instances in the
same coordinate space. This comes down to the 2D or 3D map-
ping of thematic data onto physical entities as described in the
previous section. Also, the integration of 3D streamlines, noise,
or sunlight access data falls into this category (T5), which is the
dominant way of combining thematic and physical urban aspects
in the surveyed literature. A variation of this concept involves
streamlining slices with different heights [ZKL∗21] and orienta-
tions [EGAB17] (Figure 12 (Superimposition)). Hadavi and Pas-
darshahri [HP21] color-map wind speeds on a semi-transparent ver-
tical plane in addition to a colored 2D layer with arrow glyphs
at pedestrian level. For noise and sunlight access data visualiza-
tion, the majority of works overlay the data on the surface of
buildings [RGN12, MDL∗19, LX21, WUAC23]; a notable excep-
tion is Beran et al. that propose the use of spacetime cube iso-
pleths [BJK∗22].

In embedded views, views establish their own coordinate sys-
tem but are spatially anchored in the physical domain [MFS∗23].
These views combine 2D and 3D graphical elements, in the form
of charts and 3D maps [DRST14]. For example, Cornel et al.
use circular glyphs embedded on the 3D environment to display
flooding uncertainty [CKS∗15] as shown in Figure 12 (Embed-
ded view). Butkiewicz et al. anchor histograms and PCPs with
a probe metaphor to neighborhoods displaying respective demo-
graphic data [BDW∗08]. A similar approach is used by Vuckovic
et al. to place small hydrographs [VSOC21] (Figure 13 (left)) and
by Wilson et al. to anchor performance indicators in the form of bar
charts to urban layouts [WDDH19]. Ortner et al. use color-coded
circular glyphs to mark viewpoints in the scene that are impacted by
candidate buildings [OSS∗17]. Mota et al. evaluate the efficacy of
visualizations that are embedded within the physical domain, such
as the bar charts shown in Figure 13 (right). In all cases, embedded
views show detailed thematic information that is confined to a cer-
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Figure 13: Examples of embedded views used at two distinct
scales. Left: Vuckovic et al. [VSOC21] showing a wider spatial ex-
tent. Right: Mota et al. [MFS∗23] depicting a local spatial context.

tain region, block, or building. In our survey, visualization papers
were the only examples of the use of embedded views.

Orthogonal to the concept of embedding views is the coordina-
tion and linking of views (Figure 12 (Linked view)). For in-
stance, selecting a water line in the façade area plot loads the re-
spective flooding scenario that led to that line [CKS∗15]. However,
to avoid clutter and occlusion, non-spatial visualizations are often
juxtaposed with the spatial view. Then linked highlighting or filter-
ing is a way to anchor the encoded thematic data in the physical
domain and vice versa. A majority of the interactive systems from
the visualization community allow linked interaction to highlight
and/or filter data. In contrast to embedded views, non-spatial views
in the reviewed cases typically display an overview of all entities
instead of a regional subset. Examples are all solutions featuring a
PCP [RWF∗13, FLD∗15, DFL∗15, BSK∗17, ZY18, ZZL21]. In the
case of Krietemeyer et al., the non-spatial views display detailed
information about a single building, and the linked highlighting is
realized by brushing the temporal domain [KK19]. Linked views
have been extensively used to support multi-scale analyses (T3 and
T4), given that different scales might require the combination of
multiple types of encodings.

For interchangeable integration, the same view is used to
show different states requiring a dynamic visualization. In Vis-A-
Ware, users can flip through building candidates or show them all
at once (Figure 14 (Ghosting)) [OSS∗17]. Krietemayer et al. let
users browse through different time steps via a filmstrip metaphor
(Figure 12 (Interchangeable)) and also provide a slider-based in-
teraction to illustrate before and after scenarios [KK19]. With the
Shadow Profiler, users can step through or animate the course of
shadows cast on an urban scene [MDL∗19].

Authors often juxtapose spatial views when different states
of the physical domain shall be compared. This works especially
well when the spatial domain can be reduced to a region of inter-
est such as a city block [WDDH19] or a single building [DFL∗15].
In the domain of urban climate and wind analysis, we have found
several application studies that convey their results by juxtapos-
ing static visualizations. Wilkinson et al. illustrate the difference
between a ground truth simulation and their approximate wind in-
terference model by two top-down views showing streamlines and
three views of a color-mapped building, where the third view en-
codes the difference [WBH14]. Elshaer et al. extensively use this
concept, most notably circular cut-outs that show a vertical and a

Occlusion handling

Multi-view

Deformation

Assisted

Ghosting

Bird's viewSlicing

Figure 14: Examples of approaches to handle occlusion: Defor-
mation [CMF∗22], ghosting [OSS∗17], slicing [KPMB21], bird’s
view [WSK18], multi-view [PTD13], assisted-steering [ZZL21].

horizontal streamline slice for three different time steps [EGAB17],
similar to Zhang et al. who show circular urban cutouts over-
laid with horizontal streamline slices at different heights (Fig-
ure 12 (Juxtaposition)) [ZKL∗21]. Hadavi and Pasdarshahri jux-
tapose four views showing two different buildings overlaid with
detailed 3D streamlines with color-coded velocity in the upper row
and color-coded temperature below [HP21]. Pasewaldt et al. juxta-
pose the 3D view (perspective view) of a building and a 2D view
(multi-perspective view) of its unwrapped façade, both mapped
with thematic data from solar potential analysis [PTD13]. Juxta-
posed spatial views have been found to be particularly popular in
papers where the primary task is the comparison of multiple sce-
narios (T4) [DFL∗15, OSS∗17].

In our review, we have found that ArcGIS [JVHKL01], Urban-
Sim [NBW03] and QGIS [qgi] support superimposition, linked
view, interchangeable and juxtaposition. Kepler.gl [kep] and
deck.gl [Wan17] support superimposition, linked view, and inter-
changeability but have limited support for juxtaposition. None of
these tools and libraries provide support for the creation of embed-
ded views in the 3D environment.
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10.3. Occlusion handling

The verticality and density of cities easily lead to the occlusion of
analysis targets. As a result, the analysis tasks described in Sec-
tion 7 are impeded or may fail. We classify the occlusion handling
measures of the surveyed articles based on six categories: defor-
mation, ghosting, multi-view, assisted steering, slicing, and bird’s
view. This is an adaptation of the five occlusion handling design
patterns introduced by Elmqvist and Tsigas [ET08]. Most notably,
we changed “tour planner" to assisted steering, which conveys the
more interactive nature of the found techniques, and we added
bird’s view, which is a ubiquitous remedy for occlusion problems
in an urban context. We show examples for each technique in Fig-
ure 14.

Several deformation techniques alter the 3D urban model
primarily by scaling to disocclude routes and landmarks [HWC∗09,
HWAT13]. In addition to disocclusion through scaling, Deng et al.
also guide users to a bird’s eye perspective and demonstrate the po-
tential of their system by encoding a 3D pollution layer [DZMQ16].
Wu and Popescu render multiple view angles from a single position
and compose them to a distorted view of an urban scene [WP16].
Chen et al. present a method for dynamically “exploding” urban
geometry to reveal a point of interest on the ground in an AR set-
ting [CQW17]. Ying et al. propose a similar approach for the iden-
tification of individual units in property cadastre (T2) [YCL∗19].
To increase viewing distance in a CAVE setup Engel et al. bend
a sparse city scene upwards [EPTD12]. In a fully immersive VR
setting, Chen et al. wrap the dense cityscape of Manhattan upwards
onto a cylindrical projection to keep distant landmarks in sight (Fig-
ure 14 (Deformation)) [CQW17].

Cornel et al. let users focus on a target building and cut away all
occluding geometry while using ghosting for the outlines of ad-
jacent buildings for context [CKS∗15]. The system presented by Lv
et al. enables users to inspect individual floor layouts. When a floor
is selected, the floors above it are cut away [LLZ∗16]. Seipel et al.
investigate how different transparency settings influence a person’s
perception of complex 3D real property cadastre data [SAL∗20].
Gaultier et al. use ghosting on thematic data encoded by 3D glyphs
to blend temperatures with the urban geometry [GBC20], support-
ing T5. Robineau et al. adjust the transparency of built environment
features to highlight wind streamlines [RRM∗22].

Pasewaldt et al. take a multi-view approach where the 3D
view of a building is supported by a multi-perspective view that
unwraps the façade onto a 2D plane effectively removing occlusion
(Figure 14 (Multi-view)) [PTD13]. A similar approach has been
employed to visualize the distribution of view impact [SMS23],
temperature [HHG23], and sunlight access [CRPB14, PSTB21]
over building façades. Zhang et al. support user navigation
with assisted-steering by automatically computing optimal
viewpoints which try to minimize occlusions (Figure 14 (As-
sisted)) [ZZL21]. Deng et al. [DZMQ16] and Li et al. [LLC∗20]
were the only other works that made use of assisted steering.

Another popular approach, particularly for volumetric data in
wind, urban climate, and noise use cases, is the use of slice
planes. The concept is similar to volumetric probes, in which the
occlusion of targets is handled through the use of user-defined cut-
ting planes (Figure 14 (slicing)). In the surveyed works, we have

found two common slice-based approaches. In the first group, we
have works that make use of static horizontal and vertical cross
sections [SAYJ18, JN20, SAH20]. For example, Shaeri et al. use
vertical cross sections at different sections of a neighborhood and
horizontal cross sections at different heights for the analysis of air
speed and air pressure [SAYJ18]. Another approach is to use cross-
sections embedded in an interactive 3D environment. For example,
Kadaverugu et al. superimposes vertical cross-sections within a 3D
urban environment to slice a CFD domain [KPMB21], and Ranjbar
et al. and Beran et al. use cross-sections for 3D noise visualiza-
tion [RGN12, BJK∗22].

Occlusion handling is a common topic in 3D visualization re-
search [ET08], and several contributions exist in the context of
3D urban scenes. However, they barely find their way into 3D ur-
ban analytics solutions that feature rich thematic data, as they are
present in most use cases. The majority of spatial visualizations
rely on the users taking a bird’s view through manual cam-
era manipulation. Naturally, this is the preferred method for non-
interactive visualizations, such as in Willenborg et al. (Figure 14
(Bird’s view)) [WSK18] and most other application studies.

10.4. Navigation methods

Navigation poses one of the main challenges when visualizing 3D
urban environments. Observing physical and thematic data at dif-
ferent scales and heights impeded by occlusion requires frequent
viewpoint changes that lead to a loss of context and can put a
high cognitive strain on the users. In accordance with the travel
metaphors presented by LaViola et al. [LJKM∗17] we distinguish
walking, steering, selection-based travel, and manipulation-based
travel in the reviewed articles.

UrbanRama is a fully immersive urban visualization where
the environment is wrapped upwards onto a cylindrical projec-
tion mixing local and global views [CMF∗22]. Beyond walk-
ing and fly-based steering, also present in other immersive
solutions [EPTD12, BG19], they offer a sling-shot transition after
users select a building in the distance or on a map metaphor. Sys-
tems dealing with view analysis typically provide selection-
based navigation to put users into the perspective of a specific view
point [DFL∗15, FLD∗15, OSS∗17]. Pasewaldt et al. juxtapose an
unwrapped multi-perspective view and a 3D perspective view of a
building to support users with bi-directional selection-based nav-
igation and view manipulation [PTD13]. Users can select a point
on the 3D façade, and the view onto the 2D surface will zoom
in on that region. The selection of points on the unwrapped 2D
surface will trigger respective camera transitions in the perspective
view. The vast majority of contributions that feature some 3D vi-
sualization of the urban environment, be it a GIS-like application
or a simulation tool, make use of manipulation-based naviga-
tion where users manually change the view position and orienta-
tion. Doing so without any guidance approaches potentially results
in the aforementioned context loss and high cognitive load, partic-
ularly impacting tasks that straddle multiple scales (T3 and T4).
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10.5. Visual analytics systems

A fundamental aspect of 3D urban analytics is the integration of
computational models with visualization and analysis processes. In
their survey, Deng et al. distinguish four levels of integration: vi-
sual analytics without models (i.e., urban analyses relying on well-
designed data visualizations), post-model visual analytics (models
are used to discover knowledge and visualization to present it),
model-integrated visual analytics (close integration between mod-
els and visualizations), and visual analytics-assisted models (visu-
alizations used to diagnose, adjust or improve models) [DWL∗23].

Visual analysis without models is common in 3D
property cadastre [SKB∗13, SAL∗20], where tasks often require
the analysis of property data without a computational model in-
volved. The post-model visual analytics tag applies to
the vast majority of domain contributions where a simulation or
model is run, and then the results are analyzed (application study)
or a system is produced that allows users to explore the results.
Moreover, papers from the visualization community that focus on
visualization and interaction contributions often fall into this cat-
egory. For instance, Vis-A-Ware, where users compare building
viewpoint relationships but can neither define new viewpoints nor
building candidates [OSS∗17], VitalVizor which allows users to
explore a city with respect to urban vitality metrics while having
no influence on the metrics computation [ZY18], and The Urban
Toolkit [MHN∗24], a grammar-based framework for the construc-
tion of urban visual analytics tools.

Considering the model-integrated visual analytics
tag, Wilson et al. present a system that allows users to interact with
an engine that creates block layouts and automatically computes
performance indicators such as daylight or comfort [WDDH19].
Among visualization contributions, Vanegas et al. support city de-
velopment with an inverse design approach to adapt city layouts
to match constraints, such as lowering the average distance to the
nearest park [VGDA∗12]. Another design example comes from
Doraiswamy et al., where users can pick and steer tower designs
depending on the resulting view quality and in adherence to floor
programs [DFL∗15]. With Urbane [FLD∗15] and Shadow Pro-
filer [MDL∗19], it is possible to interactively evaluate and compare
new building developments depending on their view and shadow
impact, respectively. Zhang et al. address a similar use case by let-
ting users position, rotate, and scale a candidate building while opti-
mal viewpoints for navigation and visibility metrics are calculated.
In the domain of flood management, several works feature tight in-
tegration with a simulation model [ZZL21]. Ribicic et al. use linked
scatterplots, bar charts, and a PCP to explore and evaluate barrier
performance with respect to multiple simulation runs [RWF∗13].
Barrier plans can be updated and instantly reevaluated. Waser et
al. extend this work to scale well with a large number of flooding
scenarios and respective prevention plans [WKS∗14].

Works with the visual analytics-assisted models
include Konev et al. [KWS∗14]. Their system RunWatchers moni-
tors, terminates, and starts new flood simulation runs from existing
ones according to domain-specific rules. This leads to a more effi-
cient traversal of the search space and improvement of overall run-
times due to the early termination of failed runs. With the same tag,
Lyu et al. recently proposed a visual analytics framework for fair

urban planning [LLL∗23]; the framework uses a 3D map to facili-
tate the understanding of spatial context, including building shapes
and heights, as well as to increase immersion at street level.

10.6. Display modalities

The vast majority of surveyed solutions run in desktop en-
vironments, with domain-specific works using a combination of
desktop-based GIS tools for visualization (e.g., ArcGIS, Rhino,
SAGA, Cesium ion), backed up by specific libraries (e.g., PySolar,
LIS Pro 3D) for analyses and standard databases (e.g., PostGIS) for
data management. Considering the visualization papers, their con-
tributions rely on custom-built frameworks that leverage low-level
libraries (e.g., OpenGL, WebGL) or game engines (e.g., Unity).

We have also found contributions using alternative display
modalities. To convey 3D phenomena or urban layouts, users can
be immersed in a virtual cityscape in the form of a CAVE or VR
setup. Engel et al. present a 360-degree urban scene from the pedes-
trian level in a CAVE to support collaboration and decision-making
when dealing with complex spatial information [EPTD12]. Perhac
et al. present a system with VR capabilities for the visualization of
social media data [PZA∗17], primarily focusing on its use by urban
planners. Bartosh et al. take the concept of a classical GIS system
and translate it to VR [BG19]. Users can inspect layers encoding
thematic information from a literal bird’s eye view or inspect build-
ings from a pedestrian level. Building details are displayed with ab-
stract charts in the form of a virtual fact sheet. Chen et al. do not
investigate thematic data visualization but offer a deformation tech-
nique and interaction metaphors to seamlessly explore local and
global urban views [CMF∗22]. Chen et al. introduce an exploded
view technique for immersive urban environments to deal with oc-
clusion problems [CQW17]. Koch et al. argue that an immersive
environment is suitable to illustrate complex wind flow behavior in
combination with temperature and to convey the impacts of urban
developments to the public [KBHS18]. In their visualization, they
show 3D color-coded streamlines and a color layer on the ground
encoding temperature and velocity. Zhang et al. use a VR envi-
ronment to let users intuitively place and manipulate a candidate
building [ZZL21]. Apart from computed performance indicators,
users can also view candidates from a pedestrian level and qualita-
tively judge their impact on the cityscape. In the context of urban
search and rescue scenarios, Bock et al. offer incident comman-
ders an immersive view of collapsed buildings to judge the size of
rescue paths [BSK∗17]. We only found two systems for mobile
use. XEarth translates a classical GIS application to a mobile dis-
play [LLH∗15], while Chen et al. provide fire brigades en-route
with in-situ information, for instance, where and how to place lad-
der trucks to access fire sources [CWSC14]. The exploded view
technique by Chen et al. presents the only contribution using AR
technology [CQW17]. The low number of immersive and in-situ
contributions may indicate a research gap, however, it is likely
that such systems are mostly published in more modality-specific
venues (e.g., IEEE VR, ISMAR).

10.7. Evaluation methods

In our literature review, we coded the following four evaluation
types: Case studies, where the authors evaluate their contri-
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Figure 15: Distribution of papers according to Paper type and
What dimensions, with shades denoting tag occurrence. Data cre-
ation and application study refer to domain-specific papers.

butions by presenting a use case, typically using real data without
involving test subjects. Case studies are the dominant evaluation
method among domain papers, especially of the domain-specific
types data creation and application study. Some of
theses works also introduce new methods. In this case, authors typ-
ically choose to perform a statistical evaluation in addi-
tion to the case study. Statistical evaluation describes a form of au-
tomated evaluation and validation against a baseline or ground truth
without involving human test subjects, for instance in the form of
validating a CFD simulation against ground truth from wind tunnel
experiments [ZKL∗21].

In a user study, participants are enlisted to execute a se-
quence of tasks in a controlled testing environment. Results
can be quantitative or qualitative, such as measuring time or
accuracy regarding tasks or asking their opinion about usabil-
ity via Likert scale, respectively. In the surveyed papers, user
studies are often used to evaluate a specific visualization tech-
nique [HWC∗09, HWAT13, DZMQ16, CMF∗22, BJK∗22] or sys-
tem [BSK∗17, ZZL21]. Herbert and Chen [HC15], Seipel et
al. [SAL∗20], and Mota et al. [MFS∗23] are examples of studies
that evaluate aspects of 3D urban visualization (visualization prop-
erties, rendering attributes, and embedded plots, respectively).

Finally, expert interviews are evaluations where domain
experts (and users of the software) give feedback usually in the
form of structured interviews. Compared to user studies, partici-
pants are fewer and the feedback is rather interpreted than quanti-
fied. Combining a case study with expert interviews and/or a user
study is the dominant evaluation pattern for design study and
system papers from visualization venues. System contributions
presented in domain-specific venues rarely use expert feedback
with two exceptions [ABLD∗22,EPTD12]. Li et al. [LLH∗15], and
Lv et al. [LLZ∗16] conduct small-scale user studies to evaluate in-
teractions in their GIS applications.

11. Discussion, research directions & opportunities

Despite all the surveyed contributions, 3D urban visual analytics is
still incipient, especially compared to its 2D counterpart. In fact,
the design of systems for 3D urban data analytics presents a large
number of research opportunities in different areas, which we dis-
cuss next. In this section, we discuss a series of takeaways from our
survey, focusing on visualization researchers. To help this discus-

sion, Figure 15 shows the distribution of papers according to paper
type.

11.1. Visual metaphors for thematic dimensions

While the acquisition technologies and domain analyses are be-
coming more sophisticated at a fast pace, the visual metaphors used
to support visual analysis in 3D environments have not progressed
accordingly. The majority of works rely on superimposition and
linked view approaches to visualize 3D urban data. From a tech-
nological point of view, these are the most straightforward ways
to integrate physical and thematic data. However, embedded views
have been shown to improve user performance in certain analytical
tasks when considering univariate data [MFS∗23].

Common analytical scenarios. Typical applications in urban plan-
ning involve not only studying the current state of a city but also
analyzing possible scenarios for development (scenario planning)
that help business decisions and policy making. In such situations,
thematic dimensions are often used to visually represent the cri-
teria used to assess the quality of the physical elements (present
or future) in the city. Designing visual metaphors that enable the
exploration of these thematic dimensions in their spatial context
is not a trivial task. For example, given the complexity of cities,
this can result in complex visualization scenarios such as multi-
variate [DFL∗15] or temporal analysis [MFS∗23], these were com-
mon in a large number of surveyed works. In addition, these the-
matic dimensions have to be explored in multiple resolutions. For
example, domain experts who analyze the quality of views along
the surface of a building may be interested in analyzing this qual-
ity over a high-resolution grid or by semantic elements like floors,
façades, or even for the entire building. In such cases, visual rep-
resentations that depict the distribution of aggregated values are
desired [EF10, SVS∗22] but have not yet been applied in the 3D
urban context. In summary, there is a pressing need for studies that
design (possibly extending visual metaphors used in 2D) and eval-
uate visual metaphors for multi-variate and temporal data in 3D
urban environments. This will enable a better support for recurring
analytical scenarios in important application domains.

Uncertainty. The thematic dimensions used in the analysis of sce-
nario planning are commonly the result of geometric computa-
tions or statistical modeling and, therefore, are naturally subjected
to inaccuracies and uncertainty. While being of great importance
for spatial analysis in general [SJ19] and urban analysis in spe-
cific (T6), almost no attention has been given to the design of new
metaphors for the visualization of uncertainty for 3D urban data.
Therefore, there is a need to investigate new designs to visual-
ize uncertainty within an urban environment, as well as a more
cohesive integration between urban visualization and works tack-
ling uncertainty in information visualization [KDJ∗21]. Another
important direction is the design of visualizations that allow for
the analysis of the interplay between model uncertainty and spa-
tial context, particularly for building energy modeling, in which
neighboring buildings play an important role in modeling accu-
racy and results [WYX∗22]. There is also a need for work that
provides a more grounded understanding of how different urban
stakeholders (not only researchers but also policymakers) consider
data uncertainties within the urban environment, and, if they do
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not consider it, understand their reasons [Hul20]. While previous
work has explored how multiple data-heavy domains deal with the
different aspects of uncertainty [BPHE17], no work has character-
ized how urban visualizations workflows are influenced by uncer-
tainty and, especially, their propagation and impact on decision-
making and policy. This becomes even more pressing given the im-
plications of the data on public policies and community participa-
tion [LTM19, DWY19, HCL∗20, BSMPG∗22, WFC∗22].

11.2. Data handling

Data formats. In our survey, we have found that there is a
great diversity of formats and standards for 3D city geometry
and thematic data. While some local governments make build-
ings’ geometry available (either as meshes or XML-based formats
such as CityGML) [LSB23], studies often rely on crowdsourced
data such as OpenStreetMap for a description of the built envi-
ronment [BCL23]. Such data requires parsers to handle missing
data and complex geometries, and translating the data from or to
CityGML might lead to inconsistencies. This multitude of formats
and standards leads to ad-hoc data management solutions and hin-
ders the investigation of new visual queries that integrate semantic
(i.e., structural) elements of the built environment with thematic
data for exploratory analysis.

Data management for interactive visualization. One important
aspect of interactive data analytics is the fact that the latency ex-
perience from the interaction to the final visualization is impor-
tant for the user experience and overall data exploration effective-
ness [LH14]. For this reason, a large number of works have devoted
attention to designing data handling strategies to support interac-
tive exploration of large datasets [DTZM∗18, BS21]. In particular,
a large body of this work was designed to support the exploration
of spatiotemporal data, where the spatial component is 2D. These
strategies support operations such as filtering and hierarchical ag-
gregation of thematic data for large datasets. However, these solu-
tions have not been extended to 3D spatial data. For this reason,
current 3D urban analytics systems use ad hoc data handling so-
lutions, which often limit their data exploration capabilities and/or
their performance. With the increase in data availability, there is a
strong need for solutions that could support interactive explorations
of 3D urban data. In particular, such a solution has to be expres-
sive to allow for queries that align with the semantic elements in
a city: buildings, façades, floors, windows, streets, neighborhoods,
etc. Also, it has to be efficient to support the interactive navigation,
filtering, and change in the aggregation of the data. Furthermore,
this solution needs to allow for the generation and indexing of var-
ied thematic dimensions, which is of great importance for scenario
planning [FLD∗15, DFL∗15].

11.3. Navigation and guided explorations

Navigation. As the scale of data grows (larger spatial coverage
and/or higher resolution), there is a need for innovative mechanisms
to guide data exploration and visualization, with a particular em-
phasis on accommodating the complexities of 3D interactions. This
is especially true when considering more complex scenarios such as
temporal or multi-variate thematic data and highly occluded dense

environments (e.g., large urban centers). In these cases, interest-
ing urban patterns can happen in multiple (spatial/temporal) scales,
and the process of searching through it by basic pan, zoom, and
filtering can be ineffective. For navigation, most of the surveyed
papers rely on standard 3D manipulations, with no domain-specific
paper making use of walking, selection, or steering. We have also
not found any sunlight access paper using walking as navigation,
despite shadow playing an important role for the comfort of pedes-
trians [MSHC16]. Moreover, surveyed works use standard tech-
niques in which the users have direct control over the navigation
process. A promising avenue for future research involves the explo-
ration of sketch-based navigation coupled with analytics within an
urban environment. This could involve, for example, investigating
of the applicability of Hagedorn and Döllner’s sketch-based navi-
gation [HD08] or Danyluk et al.’s recent proposal [DJW19] for the
analysis of data within 3D urban environments.

Guided explorations and occlusion handling. Methods that help
users automatically or semi-automatically select points of view or
data slices to inspect, can be effective in helping users to find in-
teresting patterns. In the case of 2D maps, there have been sev-
eral techniques that help users to target specific portions of the
thematic data, i.e., help to locate interesting points in space and
time for further inspection. For example, the techniques proposed
by Doraiswamy et al. [DFD∗14], Valdivia et al. [VDP∗15], and
Liu et al. [LXR19] perform spatiotemporal pattern mining based
on computational topology, graph signal processing, and tensor de-
composition, respectively. In the context of scientific visualization,
multiple works have proposed approaches to facilitate the explo-
ration of volumetric data [BAAK∗13, GWP∗16, PSY∗20]. Ortner
et al. [OSP∗16] propose a methodological framework on the inte-
gration of 3D spatial and non-spatial visualizations. However, they
do not offer concrete implementations tailored to 3D urban geom-
etry nor the integration of temporal data. Such techniques have not
been applied in the context of 3D urban visualization systems. One
important aspect to notice is that their computational costs and their
integration with the other elements in the visual interface of a sys-
tem present significant challenges.

In the case of occlusion handling, bird’s view is still the most
popular approach in the surveyed works across all use cases, which
poses a problem given the impact that occlusion has in the different
tasks highlighted in the survey. None of the domain papers make
use of more complex occlusion handling techniques, such as distor-
tion, multi-view, or steering. Automated techniques exist to solve
the related problems of disocclusion [DZMQ16], viewpoint man-
agement, and route design [NPPB19]. However, these techniques
try to select the best viewpoints of a target object once this object
is identified. For these reasons, these have often been used to only
target physical elements of the urban environment, such as land-
marks and street paths. We envision that these could be coupled
with techniques for pattern mining, such as the ones cited above,
to provide thematic data-based occlusion handling and navigation.
This will help users reduce the burden of excessive interaction to
focus on spatial patterns while preserving the perception of the spa-
tial context and facilitating tasks that straddle multiple scopes (T3
and T4).
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11.4. Empirical validation of visual designs

While many 3D urban visual analytics systems have been pro-
posed, few empirical studies were done in these scenarios to eval-
uate the visualizations, interactions and the overall human expe-
rience and exposure within urban spaces (see Section 10.7). This
oversight suggests a slight potential disconnect with the latest
human-centric developments in digital twins and geospatial sci-
ence [RS19,LZL∗23]. As discussed throughout this survey, the 3D
urban environment adds a great deal of complexity to the naviga-
tion, interactions, and occlusion handling. While some evaluations
were done in each of these cases, they are often explored in isola-
tion [CMF∗22]. This means that understanding how effective these
techniques will be for data analytics is largely an open problem.
Furthermore, as seen in Section 6, the vast majority of the works
concentrate on the development of the systems and on the applica-
tion domain and not on the evaluation of the visual designs used.
This is especially critical when considering the inclusivity and ac-
cessibility requirements of various user groups. Creating inclusive
visual analytics systems calls for recognizing and addressing the
unique challenges faced by individuals with varying abilities (e.g.,
visual impairments) that may result in considerations of alternative
modes of presentation, visualization, navigation, and interaction.
As a result of this, the visualization metaphors and interactions
used are, in many cases, done without clear guidance [NPPB19]
or, at best, based on principles and studies done in 2D scenarios.

However, not all the observations concerning effective visualiza-
tion designs done in the 2D spatial case can be carried over into the
3D environment [MFS∗23]. Therefore, there exists a large number
of opportunities to assess the current approaches and set the foun-
dations that will guide the visual design of 3D urban visual analyt-
ics systems. In particular, we would like to highlight the great num-
ber of opportunities for evaluations concerning the use of visual
metaphors and guided explorations described above. Furthermore,
another important aspect that should be further explored is the in-
terplay between occlusion handling techniques and data analytics.
In fact, strategies like ghosting and deformation are good exam-
ples of techniques that fight occlusion by changing visual elements
(e.g., shape, position, or transparency) of the physical elements of
the scene. However, these visual elements are often used to depict
thematic data (e.g., color, area). There is a need to understand what
is the impact of the use of such techniques on the overall analytics
of thematic data and in which situations each technique is most ap-
propriate. Finally, many applications, especially the ones focusing
on immersive experiences, try to achieve this via rendering realism.
However, similar to the discussion above, the presence of rendering
realism (shading, shadows) might interfere with the perception of
thematic information. Again, studying the user’s perception in such
cases is an interesting direction for future research.

11.5. Open 3D urban visual analytics

As we reviewed and categorized papers, our immediate finding
was that, while urban visualization in general has made signifi-
cant advancements in previous years, there is still a notable gap
between visualization contributions and domain requirements. The
status quo is one where visualization contributions using 3D urban
data are, more often than not, systems that are rarely used beyond

the scope of the collaboration that motivated the project in the first
place. In the absence of easy-to-use tools designed with visualiza-
tion best practices in mind, domain experts resort to using an amal-
gamation of general tools and libraries, from computational note-
books (e.g., Jupyter Notebooks) to comprehensive GIS tools (e.g.,
ArcGIS) [YJB22]. While this approach might be sufficient to tackle
well-defined urban problems in selected regions, the unprecedented
challenges facing cities today call for tools and systems that lower
the barrier to performing analyses that are reproducible, replica-
ble, and extensible to enable transdisciplinary and convergent re-
search [RBC∗18,LAAD∗21]. Moreover, GIS tools do not consider
recent design and evaluation studies and do not provide ways to in-
tegrate novel techniques found in visualization studies, hence pri-
marily relying on standard visualization encodings. If done right,
visualization and visual analytics can play a key role in creating
the needed collaborative environments that can be translated to dif-
ferent regions and use cases. To achieve this, there is a need for
(1) community building activities that bring together urban experts
and visualization researchers, and (2) the adoption of open-source
practices by visualization researchers.

To bring together different communities, we believe that the
roadmap outlined by Lan et al. [LYA∗21] for astrophysics might
be appropriate for the urban domain. This path involves joint work-
shops between visualization researchers and urban experts to be
held at conferences in the respective areas, such as IEEE VIS and
SimAUD. Examples that can serve as a guideline include ASSETS’
UrbanAccess [FEH∗22], and VIS’ CityVis [GMB∗21] and Ener-
gyVis workshops. Another potential activity is the creation of visu-
alization challenges using 3D urban data created by experts.

Regarding the adoption of open-source practices, in our survey,
none of the visualization contributions were made publicly avail-
able, let alone built a community of contributors. In a recent survey
by Yap et al. [YJB22], out of 70 open-source tools for urban analyt-
ics, only one came from the visualization community [MDL∗17],
and it did not take into account 3D urban data. Adjacent urban
topics can provide inspiring examples to the visualization com-
munity on how to build and sustain open urban tools. Specifically,
OSMnx is a widely used Python-based tool for street network anal-
ysis [Boe20]. The visualization community should consider that
it is not enough to build tools, but that the scientific community
should strive for public reusable tools and workflows. 3D urban vi-
sual analytics, much like urban analytics in general, is inherently
complex, as the data is oftentimes large, interactions are difficult
(especially in 3D), and studies are hard to translate to other regions.
While reusability does not seem to be at the forefront of initiatives
in the visualization community, well-engineered open efforts, ac-
companied by outreach efforts, are poised to be embraced by urban
experts, given the variability of use cases, data, and tasks. Providing
the necessary code base to facilitate urban projects in this domain
can lead to not only important domain contributions but also to ef-
forts that provide a more grounded understanding of how experts
analyze and visualize 3D urban data.

11.6. Representations and visual modalities

When it comes to data visualization, the prevalence of 3D repre-
sentations across examined use cases comes as little surprise. 3D
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representations provide better contextualization and spatial under-
standing compared to 2D representations. In particular, such repre-
sentations allow users to better visualize how complex urban data
and the related information interacts with the 3D landscape, espe-
cially in relation to the terrain, buildings or other features present
in the environment. Only a handful of works utilize immersive dis-
play modalities, but almost all of them make use of a pedestrian
view. Immersive environments provide a 3D spatial context that can
closely resemble real-world interaction. This allows users to per-
ceive and understand urban space more naturally, which can be ben-
eficial for planning scenarios. Another path is utilizing immersive
environments to visualize and analyze complex spatial phenomena,
as for instance, to make sense of micro climate and wind simula-
tions and putting thematic data into spatial context. However, such
immersive 3D urban visual analytics solutions require carefully
designed interaction and navigation metaphors as opposed to the
pedestrian view. A promising opportunity to bring thematic data or
planning situations directly into the actual urban space is by utiliz-
ing augmented reality glasses. The XR community has made essen-
tial progress in the last decade, such as providing accurate outdoor
tracking or dealing with limited hardware capabilities of edge de-
vices.

11.7. Collaborative urban analytics platforms

The process of enabling collaborative urban planning and as-
sessment is pivotal for facilitating effective decision- and policy-
making, while also encouraging active community involvement in
the urban development processes. However, a limited number of
existing urban analytics systems provide a platform for multiple
stakeholders to collectively visualize, interact with, and contribute
to proposed urban developments and policies. Even among the ex-
isting systems that do facilitate such collaboration, the emphasis
is often placed on tailoring visualization and interaction features
primarily for domain experts and practitioners, with less attention
being given to incorporating the requirements of the broader pub-
lic. However, there is a growing need to integrate these systems
into a more inclusive context that caters to the diverse technolog-
ical skills and information needs of diverse individuals. This will
help bridge the gap between expert-driven functionalities and the
broader public’s participation and will lead to the democratization
of urban exploration and planning.

12. Conclusions

In this survey, we have presented a detailed review of publications
in the area of 3D urban data and visual analytics. To ensure a di-
verse corpus of papers, we have engaged in discussions with do-
main experts, also co-authors of the survey to select appropriate
venues in their respective fields of study. Our selection process was
then based on an extensive review of almost 20 venues, including
visualization and cross-cutting ones. From an initial set of 669 pa-
pers, using a voting process where each paper was reviewed by two
authors of the survey, we created a corpus of 175 papers covering a
period of fifteen years. To highlight common practices and research
opportunities, we framed the survey around three main questions:
Why is 3D urban data being analyzed, What data is being analyzed,
and How it is being analyzed and visualized. For each one of these

questions, we have derived a set of tags covering use cases, analysis
actions and targets, physical and thematic aspects of the data, and
visualization and interaction. The most immediate observation is
the growth in the number of publications on the topic; almost half
of the surveyed works were published in the last four years. More
than that, they cover a wide breadth of visualization contributions,
including systems, techniques, design studies, and evaluations.

While previous works have proposed design spaces for immer-
sive urban analytics [CWS∗17], primarily focusing on VR, the
same cannot be said about general 3D urban data visual analytics.
Contributions to the topic are then mostly driven not by the need
to explore a design space but by one-off collaborations between vi-
sualization researchers and domain experts. This hampers not only
the evaluation of different visualization contributions but also the
translation of research outcomes to actual workflows across differ-
ent use cases. On top of that, there is a lack of toolkits specifically
designed with 3D urban environments in mind. Such toolkits would
also facilitate analyses across multiple scales. By considering urban
studies, we have found that domain experts oftentimes need to use
multiple computational frameworks and libraries to work with data
and perform analyses at different scales, increasing data interoper-
ability problems and hampering the analysis workflow. Moreover,
while commercial frameworks, like ArcGIS, offer incredible ca-
pabilities for different use cases, they are closed systems, making
it hard for visualization researchers to translate their contributions
to scientific and engineering domains and workflows. New visu-
alization contributions to the topic are then required to “reinvent
the wheel” every time a new problem or use case is tackled – an
incredibly wasteful endeavor given the data and engineering chal-
lenges that need to be solved to build a reliable tool. In this survey,
we hope to have established, through a common categorization of
papers and detailed discussion, a step towards driving research in
visual analytics of 3D urban data. Specifically, we hope that the
map of visualization and domain contributions can be used by re-
searchers, domain experts, and practitioners as a guideline for new
research opportunities.
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